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Dempsey, Etherington
Join Commencement
JAMES CLAIR '69, addresses Dean of Students Roy Heath
and Senate Committee headed by Lloyd Kramer '69 who together proposed new fraternity selection method at all College assembly Thursday evening in Washington Room.

Trustee Statement
Abets Fraternities
The all-college Senate meeting
Thursday on Dean of Students Roy
Heath's porposal to alter the present fraternity selection method
developed into a sound-a-meter
battle between fraternity philosophy and independent idealism,
with about 550 participants.
The' proposal itself, a plan to
substitute a lottery for the present method of bidding, and the
possibility of its passage lost much
of its credibility when Heath read
his opening statement. He cited an
agreement five years ago between
the Trustees and the fraternities
which guarantees autonomy to each
house in determining its selection
method. The statejoeak JlU&Ek.
reads; "That the undergraduate
members of each fraternity chapt"*fer at Trinity College shall have
the sole right to select their own
members subject only to such
scholastic and disciplinary standards as the College Administration may establish."
Heath then said, " Gentlemen, as
I interpret the ruling of the Trustees there is no reason for fraternities
to feel especially
threatened." With Heath's statement it became clear that the
planned referendum on the proposal for change to lottery as a
method of selection would be essentially meaningless.
Only a
fraternity vote or change in the
Trustees policy can change the
selection method.
Heath earlier addressed himself
to the problem of Inadequate social
facilities. He noted that at a time
of perhaps the greatest physical
expansion of the College, funds

were at a premium. Students replied to Heath's explanation with a
call to change the priorities of
funding. They cited the imminent
construction of the $2.4 million
Ferris Athletics Center as a violation of the priority needs of the
College.
IFC President Lawrence Ro(Continued on Page 8)

Governor John N. Dempsey1 of
Connecticut and Edwin D. Etherington, retiring president of the
American Stock Exchange and
president-elect of Wesleyan University, will join Senator Charles
Percy of Illinois as the major
speakers and recipients of honorary degrees at the College's 141st
Commencement on June 4. In
his announcement President Albert
Jacobs further mentioned that
Right Reverend Robert B. Hall '43,
Bishop Coadjutor of Virginia who
is receiving a Doctor of Divinity
degree, will deliver the baccalaureate address.
The President's statement listed
four additional degree recipients
bringing the total to eight this
year. Reverend Charles Martin,
headmaster of St. Albans School
in Washington, D.C. and Canon of
Washington Cathedral will receive
a Divinity Doctorate; Vernon D.
Roosa, inventor of the fuel injection system, and Dr. Paul Twaddle '31, a distinguished Connecticut
cardiologist, will both receive degress of Doctor of Science. A
degree of Doctor of Humane

Admissions Notes Optimistic Trends

Glass of '71
W. Howie Muir, director of admissions, reports that the College
has received the anticipated number of acceptances for next year's
freshman class. Currently the Admissions Office has 338 "firm"
acceptances which Muir speculates
will thin out to about 330-335
during the summer.
The Class of '71 represents
about $120,000 in {financial aid,
or 30% of the class. Muir noted
that the percentage of the class
on financial aid is slightly lower
than last year, but that individual
awards averaged higher.
Eight Negroes will enter Trinity
next year and represent $22,000in
financial assistance from the College. Muir was pleased with the
higher-than-normal number of
Negro acceptances as competition
for qualified Negro students is severe. Of the nineteen Negroes that
the College admitted, the eleven

Viet Poll Reveals Students
Opposed to Johnson Policy
A poll of campus opinion taken dom of speech would be infring-ed
by the TRIPOD last week revealed upon in an effort to gain support
that only 35% of those responding for the war.
Opinions were evenly divided
approved of the Johnson administration's policy in Vietnam. With on whether to escalate or de50.1% of the student body return- escalate the war. It was generally
ing the questionnaire, freedom of agreed, though, that a decision
speech and the right of dissent one way or the other needed to
were most vigorously defended. be made immediately.
Both those in favor of and against
Although critical of U.S. policy
the
war felt that mismanagement
80% opposed immediate military
hindered its progress. Gerald
withdrawal and 55% held that mil- had
Pryor '68 echoed the opinion
itary involvement was justified. C.
many students in saying that the
Criticism of U.S. policy stemmed of
seeming
of objectives had
basically from the belief that the "made thelackconduct
of the war
government is closed to criticism unpermissable,, paralyzed it and
and popular opinion.
caused needless injury."
Of the large group supporting
When asked whether the'Vietthe right to protest, more than namese
people favored the Siagon
half said that they personally dis- or NLF governments,
20% replied
agreed with war critics and termed that they had no interest
whatso"socially irresponsible." Their
greatest was, however, that free- ever in either.

Edwin D. Etherington
President-Elect
of Wesleyan

Letters will be bestowed upon Pauline Fairbanks, headmistress of
St. Margaret's School in Waterbury.
Senator Percy, a highly attractive candidate for the 1968 Re-

John N. Dempsey
Governor of
Connecticut

publican Presidential nomination,
entered elective politics in 1964
as an unsuccessful gubernatorial
candidate against Otto Kerner in
Illinois. The Senator was previously the youngest president of
Bell and Howell at age 29,
Chief executive of the state since
1961, Governor Dempsey is a career politician; he has served as
mayor of Putnam, a representative
in the State House, governor's aide,
and lieutenant governor.
Etherington will assume the

ceeding Victor Butterfleld. A Phi
Beta Kappa graduate of Wesleyan
dealings
with
a
candidate
for
adthat were lost went almost excluand
Yale Law School, his career
missions which are characterized in finance
sively to Ivy League schools.
originated in the New
Muir cited the Honors Scholars by frankness, honesty and mutual York Stock Exchange
program (which exempts selected respect."
After graduating from the ColMuir also noted Ms encourage- lege,
students from the basic requireBishop Hall attended Episments) as "having a tremendous ment with the work of the new ; copal Theological
before
effect upon a prospective student's curriculum committee-. He said serving in WestSeminary
and
thinking." Next year the College that a well-structured curriculum Chicago parishes andVirginia
being elected
will have approximately 35 stu- has a significant attractive force
(Continued on Page 8)
dents In the Honors Scholar pro- to a candidate.
gram. Muir's present concern is
that the College develop the framework of the plan into a progressive
academic and non-academic program. He suggested development
along the lines of seminar-like discussion groups which would provide a base of exchange for the
group's evaluation of their academic experience.
Muir anticipates that a statistical breakdown of the Class of "71
will show that between 55-60%
are public school educated. The
trend among selective colleges,
Muir said, is toward higher public school admittances.
Muir noted another relatively
new development . in admissions
with Trinity competing with Haverford and Swarthmore for candidates. Muir felt that considera-,
tion on the same level as these
schools was an optimistic sign,
although the College fared poorly
in competing with the two Pennsylvania schools this year.
Favorable response has been
received on the new Admissions
MALCOLM HAYWARD is spared traditional " t a p " as Morton
Office policy of no longer requirSolomon extends hand in Wednesday Medusa ceremonying a $50 deposit to guarantee
Last Wednesday evening the honor. All seven are Junior Adaccepance. Instead, this year the
College sends each successful can- highest non-adadernic honor of the visors. Chanin, a member of Cerdidate a printed invitation which College was bestowed upon seven berus and the Senate, is a brother
reads: "With my signaturehereon, members of the Class of 1968. at Theta Xi. Elkin, also a SenaI signify my purpose to accept In the traditional ceremony, the tor, is president-of Sigma Nu.
your invitation and, in September Medusa selected next year's group Goldberg, Theta Xi, is vice presi1967, to enter Trinity College," from among the crowd of students dent of the Senate, Hayward, St.
The admissions director cau- who had come to watch the yearly Anthony Hall, is also a Senator
tioned each boy to "weigh the issue tapping. Alexander Levi, Lynn: and a member of Cerberus, as
carefully before you respond. It Kirkby, John O'Neil, John Craft, well as captain of the squash
is your integrity as represented by Steven Eliot, Morton Solomon, and team. Floyd Is the recently elecyour signature, not a deposit of Edward Hutton each chose one of ted president of Theta Xi. Pryor,
an independent, is active in SDS and
money, which guarantees your as- the seven.
.David Chanin, Samuel Elkin, many other aspects of Trinity
sertion that you will take your
place in the class." Muir felt Daniel Goldberg, Malcolm Hay- life. Farber, chairman of the stuthat the $50 deposit requirement ward, Michael Floyd, Gerald Pry- dent Dormitory Committee, Is a
"runs counter to the spirit of our or, and Dennis Farber received the brother at Alpha Delta Phi.

Medusa Selects Seven
In Annual Procession
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"Twice A Man" Lacks
Visual, Literary Unity
main character's face, flushed with
blood and sensitivity, to a shot
Experimental
film
director of a night skyline. One could feel
Gregory Markopoulos's TWICE A the contrast of life and death,
MAN, which was shown Tues- sensitivity and numbness, in the
day in McCook Auditorium failed colors alone.
to bring together its two diverse
Ever since Porter's THE
planes of presentation. On one GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY, filmplane, TWICE A MAN is a "lit- makers have used the splice to
erary" film in that it presents keep the viewer reminded of the
characters acting out a plot. Its various elements in the film.
second plane is "visual," present- Markopoulos carries this to the
ing patterns of light for their own extreme, continually reminding the
sake.
viewer with flashes of two or three
The film begins with a long frames of characters or scenes,
period of blank screen, slightly with which the audience can astinted with gray. The sound is the sociate a series of actions. But
splattering of rain drops. The in this extremity, Markopoulos..
viewer fixes his eyes on the screen, has gone beyond the cut for litand has the opportunity to focus erary effect alone; he has inhis concern on it. The steady troduced a device, which, like it
staring at the screen tends to or not, has an effect on the view-.,
make one hallucinate slightly, and er on a purely visual plane.
this forms an introduction to the
Some films, like THRONE OF
main body of the film.
BLOOD, are shot as through clear
Each frame of film has a cen- lens. In such films the interest,
tral point of interest. Markopou- is in characters and their aclos seems quite skillful in mani- tions. I have termed such films
pulating this center of interest "literary". Some films are seemto make one's eyes dance across ingly shot through a translucent
the screen from frame to frame. lens, and their chief Interest Is
At several points in the film, in the beauty of light. SONG 11
when he wants an image to be by Stan Brakhage is an example
especially strong, he keeps the of this technique. Markopoulos
center of interest in the same shoots ostensibly through a tinted
place.
lens, where there are both strong
The use of color Is excellent. visual effects and strong literary
The blending of shot into shot effects. The viewer can look either
is often so smooth that only the through the glass, of the lens
shapes of the color seem to change. or at the glass, but he cannot
At other times he uses clashing do both, He must subordinate the
colors to Indicate contrasting el- one to the other. I am afraid
ements of the film. He cuts, for that this does not contribute to':
instance, from a shot of the a unified effect.
Of course, one could argue that,
after seeing the film several times,
it could be viewed at one sitting"
for its literary devices and at
another for its visual techniques.
But the film is interspersed witff"
too many purely visual effects
;
and with too many purely literveyed, the tediousness of the film ary effects to be se6"fi as a uh-"
and the lack of any upward moving ified whole.
In trying for the best of two
in action and tenor, and the technique of shocking the viewer almost worlds, Markopoulos achieves Si:
tq the point of disgust, overshadow neither. He loses the purity of
the many strong and artistic points Brakhage and the Involving powerof THRONE OF BLOOD.
of the film.
by Chris Flood

CHARLES RUMSEY, John Luxemburg 70, William Cantwell '69, Robert Francks 7 0 , and Geoffrey Sawyer '66, hoist Gayle Ritchie to shoulder height in the BOYFRIEND.

Actors' Exuberance, Script's
4
Charm Enhance Boy Friend'
forget that despite those quotation
marks the basis is true love.
: If no where else on campus last Exaggeration as I have suggested
weekend, spring came to the Aus- works wonders with overly selftin Arts Center through the Jes- conscious actions and foibles. Two
ter's production of Sandy Wilson's examples are the careful supermusical THE
BOY FRIEND. ' flciallty caught nicely in the girls'
Though admittedly light In content, gestures and the "brutality" of the
the light-heartedness of the piece apache-like "Carnival Tango."
and, I WILL say, exuberance of
the cast carried the play to Its
Those criticizing the music have
life-affirming conclusion, dear to looked for the trouble. I distinctly
the hearts of Northrop Frye and heard people humming the tunes
comedians everywhere, with' more as they left, anyway. Those angry
than the well-wishing of the audi- with the convenient device of a
ence.
There were some good performances, The isast for my money
was that of Gayle 'Richie as Maisie
who turned in the most professional
job of singing and dancing combined and who, with John Luxemby Deqn Walker

production number I invite to join
the critics of Donizetti for his
use of ritornello to ring down the
curtain. I found the tone quite personal, and I'll be surprised If
people disagree that the success
was due to the enjoyment of the
performers themselves. THE BOY
FRIEND had a certain charm which
I admit. I feel I was a spectator
to an innocent manifestation of
the rites of Spring played out indoors in contrary weather in
clothes out of the attic--and I enjoyed it.

'Loving Couples' Examines Morality;

r-g '70,.-ga

duet" in "Charleston With Me."
kr-ystyn Hanson as Mme. Dubonnet
was perfectly statuesque as the
versatile.. "head-mi stress." Paul
Cassarino '68, whose very appear^
ance as lecherous Lord Brockhurst
was drawing applause, was best
when teamed with Terry Willis as
Dulcle, the two of them proving In
: "Never. Too Late" that sexual innuendoes can be fun. Rena Landers arid Parker Prout "68, in
leading roles, were best when at
ease and enjoying being on stage.
Competence mixed with enjoyment characterized the chorus that
shone all the way through, though
especially in "Do The Riviera."
The maintenance of the necessary
crisp pace was the work of director George Nichols and Kevin
Daly '67, who choreographed and
presided at the piano. The care
"given to costuming and the sets
gave a finish that heightened without glare.
Given the situation almost any
member of the audience could have
completed the plot which Involves
a case of reciprocal mistaken Identity, flirtation by old and young,
a poor little rich girl, all this
'revolving around the old theme
boy-meets-girl,
boy-doesn'treally -lose-glrl, boy-wins-girl.
As a parody, though, THE BOY
FRIEND may have failed. The era
is "the twenties," that source of
happy stylizatlons. We are so at.
home now with the exaggeration
inherent in period spoof that it has
become a necessity, perhaps an.
artificial game people don't realize
they're playing; but It is an exaggeration of what we all do and feel.
Girls ARE coquettish, boys WILL
appear at any given opportunity
^nd everyone, at one time or
another, has danced until three
at his equivalent to a cafe in
Monmartre and wished the night
would go on forever.
This is why the direction of such
songs as "Fancy Your Forgetting"
between two former lovers together again and "Poor Pirette"
lamenting the difficult path of "true
love" may be unclear, it is difficult to parody a deep emotion
without being grotesque. You can't

of the relatives toward the death
: and the young girl, and how they
LOVING COUPLES, now playing change a time of mourning Into
a time of reckless frivility.
at the Rivoli Theatre, poses many
challanges to the viewer. Directed
Later, as Angela reminiscences
by Mai Zetterling, the cast inin another flashback about her
cludes such Swedish stars as Hareighteenth birthday,
Zetterling
riet Andersson and Eva Dahlbeck.
creates a very effective scene
But despite the fame and. qualshowing the lack of morality and
ifications of both Zetterling and
concern for life within the family.
the cast, the show remains tedious
In a rather short but important
and overdrawn throughout. Most scene, Angela is sent off to a
scenes are overplayed in an atgirl's finishing school. Again Zettempt to cause the viewer to exterling effectively shows the,genperience the same agony and deseral lack of reverance for life,
pair as the characters. Not only since the girls think only of senwere these, attempts futile, but they sualism. To further, reinforce the
verged on the point of disturbing vulgar aspect of life, Angela is
and annoying the viewer.
Introduced to lesbianism.
The frequent use of flashbacks
In a rather abrupt change, the
was effective only in the beginfilm shifts the emphasis to Adele,
ning of the movie, where again a (Gunnel Lindblbm), another materpotentially useful and effective in nity patient. In another flashback
expressing the theme of the mov- Adel remembers her childhood
ie concerning the insincerity of during which an old man attempted
men, and the photography vividly to attack her, and an early sordid
created the visual Imagery nec- and short love affair she had with
essary to further create the mood, a young friend. The use of flashbut the many flaws present in the backs has. become overdone by this
movie tend to overshadow the ef- point but the acting and photografective parts of the film;
phy still are effective despite the
The story begins in the mater- growing tediousness of the film.
nity ward of a rather large, sterThe final segment of the film
ile, and morbid Swedish hospital, presents the eve of mid-summer,
where three women are being ex- a time of reckless freedom, when
amined by an unconcerned and one is allowed to do anything that
unfeeling pbstetrlcan. The photog- is forbidden during the rest of the
raphy effectively sets a mood of year. The whole ..scene is too long
despair and alienation. Each wom- and overdone creating a degenen goes through this examination erating action rather than a cliand admittance as if it were a max, During this meeting, the
horrifying ordeal. Finally, they " loving couples" are united for the
are admitted to their cell-like last time and their interrelatedrooms where all they can do is ness is effectively shown.
wait and think.
While LOVING COUPLES is a
Zetterling then employs the first powerful.film at certain times, the
of many flashbacks as Angela (Gio theme of man's insincerity and
Petra) thinks of her early child- lack of values being clearly conhood and the death of her father.
Most of the characterization is
HARTFORD EDUCATIONAL
weak and the impact of the scene
CO-OPERATIVE will hold an
rests on the sensitivity and inorganizational meeting at 4
volvement of the viewer. The young
p.m. tpday in the Mather Hall
girl, orphaned by her father's
Committee Room. The Co-op
death, is bartered back and forth
will begin next year with a
between the relatives, until Petra
small number of seminars at
(Anita Bjork) agrees to take the
the College as an experiment
child. The whole funeral and famwith "free university" modes
ily gathering shows the deeply
of teaching.
warped and unconcerned response
by Mike Porlides

LOVING COUPLES, a Mat Zetterling production, featured
(from left to right) Heinz Hopf, Eva Dahlbeck, Gunnel Lindblom, and Jan Malmsjo.

A Lover's Quarrel With The World
M
An Academy-award winning
tjocumentary on
ROBERT FROST
PREVIEW SHOWING :
Tuesday
May 16, 1967
4:00 P.M.

Austin Arts Center
Goodwin Theatre
No Admission Charge
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College to Inaugurate Chamber Series

THE JUILLIARD String .Quartet consist of Robert Mann, Earl
Carlyss, Raphael Hillyer, and Claus Adam.

Goodwin Fellows Plan
Study of Medieval Era

Featuring a combination of high-'
ly distinguished musical organizations of world renown, the College
next year will present a changber.
music series in . Goodwin Theatre
of the Austin Arts Center. Complementing and contrasting each
other, the programs will feature
a wide variety of works ranging
from Haydn and Mozart through
Schoenberg and Thomson. Compositions by Lasso, Beethoven,
Dvorak, and others will also be
offered.
Providing performances of the
highest quality with well integrated selections, the series will open
on October 29 with the Phlladelr '
phia Woodwind Quintet featuring a
program devoted to Haydn, Mozart, Poulenc, and Carl Nielsen.
This will be followed on November 19 by the Kohon String Quartet of New York City. In residence at the College last, summer, the quartet will perform
American works by George Chadwifk. Dvorak, and Charles Ives.
An All-Beethoven program will be
offered on December 17 with the
famed Guarneri Quartet playing
Quartet Opus 18, No. 2, Quartet
Opus 127, and Quartet Opus 59,
No. 3. Schoenberg, Thomson, and
Brahms will be featured on February 25 by the Julllard Quartet,
and the series will close on April
7 with a program devoted to instrumental and vocal works by
Orlando di Lasso and other Italian Renaissance contemporaries
performed by the New York Pro
Musica Antiqua.
The most important musical
series undertaken by the College,
the program was conceived after
the appearance on campus by a

THE NEW York Pro Musica under the direction of John White
(upper left) will close the program with selections of Orlando
di Lasso and other Italian Renaissance composers.
,

An extensive study of the med- Columbia Players and "Farce de
second appearance last summer,
ieval era is being planned for the Maltre Pathelin" by the French
The success of both presentations
coming Christmas Term under Art Theatre.
encouraged further productions
the sponsorship of the Goodwin
Severl members of the Faculty
of a similar nature which maFellows and direction of Michael have collaborated with the student
terialized in the chamber muConforti '68. The week-long pre- planners of THE MEDIEVAL,
sic series. Dr. Jerrold Ziff, Chairsentation entitled THE MEDIEVAL MIND, among which are Arts Deman of the Fine Arts Department,
MIND will consist of lectures, partment Chairman Dr. Jerrold
and Instructor of Music Baird
dramatic readings, plays, musical Ziff, Dr. Michael Campo, ChapHastings have been responsible
programs, and an art exhibit, all lain Alan C. Tull, Dr. Norton
for
most of the organization and
of which will focus on the varying Downs, and Mr. Baird Hastings.
aspects of this historic period.
The cost of the program is expected to reach nearly five thousand dollars and is tentatively
scheduled from November 28th
to DecerriblirTith. ; .:.-""•""h The festival is still deep In
'the planning stages, but the committee hopes to bring to the College such outstanding art historians as Dr. Harry Bober of NYU
and Dr. Marvin Eisenberg of the
University of Michigan, renowned
lutenist Joseph Iodone from the
University of Hartford, and Harvard medieval historian Giles Constable, who will deliver the Mead
Lecture to open the week's events.
It is also hoped that Metropolitan
Museum Director Thomas P. F.
Hoving will be able to participate,
tentatively lecturing on "AntiSemitism in 12th Century English
Art" with a special exhibit from
the museum. Other features of
THE MEDIEVAL MIND include
a mystery play presented by the THE GARDEN String Quartet is one of the five groups scheduled to appear during the Colleqe'
inaugural Chamber Music series.

'Archive' Presents Excellent Papers
From Noh Plays to Andrew Marvell
by Hugh Elder

Having received my first copy
of ARCHIVE, and having been prepared for this occasion by the
pronouncement of my freshman
handbook, I quite expected a number of "papers characterized by
academic excellence". On the
whole, I was not disappointed. Of
the some dozen works in the
volume, I found three to be excellent; seven, interesting; and
two irrelevant. The various prints
and drawings throughout were all
very good, and most important,
they lent themselves to the articles.
The three I have rated as superior, deserve something of.
special attention. Mr. Chanin's
article on THE RELATIONSHIP
OF ZEN BUDDHISM TO THE NOH
PLAYS OF JAPAN was both interesting and well constructed.
It Is Indeed most difficult to attempt any rational discussion of

the Noh plays. Yet he does present us with a clear account of
these plays; and, much to his
credit, where He himself Is ,111equipped to speak on a point, he
allows Seami, a great actor and
author of the 14th century, to
speak for him. Thus Mr. Chanin's paper not only reflects his
control, but also speaks with the
authority of Seami.
Mr. Hesford's paper on Andrew
Marvell's TO HIS COY MISTRESS
is a fine example of a concentrated
analysis of a poem. He lays his
groundwork carefully so he can
say of a particular couplet that
its flippancy "is not, I would submit, a slip" and make this opinion
credible. It is the sign of a good
writer when one can present
opinion with the force of fact.
Mr. Hesford certainly demonstrates that in his paper. He is able
to merge fact and opinion into a
whole that strikes us with force.
For persons interested in poetry

this paper is worth re-reading.
Mr. Casalone's paper on GREEK
TRAGEDY:
WHERE THREE
ROADS MEET is another paper
that develops its own particular
force. The first two words are
enough to alienate at least half
the campus readers, myself included. Oh nol Not another discourse based on Frye! And surprisingly, it is not. Mr. Casalone
develops his own tract in discussing four Greek tragedies. Although the logical structure seems
at times rather confused (a fault
I fear I share equal blame for
as a reader with the author) the
total progression of this paper
is clearly presented. Each of these
three excellent papers have a number of points other writers could
bear in mind while writing their
papers.
Alas! nothing is perfect, and
The Archive no exclusion to this
fact. The article on Tom Wolfe,
and that on Aubrey Beardsley

(accompanied, I might add with
three of his less typical works),
had the air of "fillers". They
were neither of particular interest
nor of excellence. They appeared
to be in the style of the back
cover jacket comments which one
is supposed to overlook or forget.
Another especially irritating feature was the preface before each
paper, which was somehow felt
to be relevant. Especially in the
case of the prefatory remarks
to Mr. Hesford's paper, they seemed not only irrelevant but also distracting and misguiding. These
should have contributed to the
articles, if they were at all necessary.
This issue, I feel, has presented a fair-to-excellent showing of
student works (with the exception
of the last two blurbs and those
I • had quite forgotten). Certainly,
I think there is something enjoyable for everyone In this Issue.
Would 1 it be true for Tripod
reviews!

arrangement.
. ;
The first of its kind to appear
at the College, the series is expected to attract a large audience
from the Hartford area as well
as from the College, community
itself.
The number of series subscriptions is limited and applications
are now being received. All applications will be acknowledged
and tickets will be mailed October 1. The price of the series,
fiye
Sunday afternoon performances, is $12.50, students
be available the day of the concert at $3.00 each. Further information may be obtained by callIng 527-8062.

Berryman Chosen
Poet- in-Residence
John Berryman who won the
Pulitzer Prize for poetry in 1965
and the annual, $5,000 Fellowship
of The Academy of American Poets
in 1966 will be the guest of the
Trinity College Poetry Center for
a week next fall it was announced
today by retiring chairman of the
Poetry Center, Assistant Profes-sor of English, James W Gardner
Berryman is known not only as
a poet but also as a writer of
criticism, fiction, and biography.
In addition to the Putlizer Prize
for "77 Dream Songs" Berryman
won the Lolnes Award for Poetry
In 1964, the Shelley Memorial
Award in 1948, and a KenyonDoubleday award in 1957 for a
story "The Imaginary Jew." He
is currently completing a book
on Yeats in Dublin and will be
coming to Trinity from an academic post at the University of
Minnesota.
Berryman will be on campus
from Monday, October 9 through
Saturday, October 14. His three
scheduled evening appearances
will feature a reading of his own
verse, a new critical paper on
Shakespeare's TEMPEST and an
evening of the poetry of his three
mentors, Robert Lowell, Randall
Jarrell, and Theodore Roethke.
Gardner characterized Berryman as playing a role somewhere
between Allen Tate and Lawrence
Ferlinghettl, the last two poets
on campus for a week. "He is a
fine poet already well known to
critical circles."
The Trinity Poetry Center is
pleased to afford the campus and
the'Hartford community the opportunity of knowing him better,"
Gardner added.
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ENDERSBY URGES BUILDING RESTORATION
underneath as well. Water has

and Seabury. Damage Is
(Editor's Note - The fol- Northam,
not the term usually applied to managed to blister paint around
lowing essay by Goodwin
architectural restoration, although many of the windows of the seFellows President Elric J.
It would appear in examining the cond floor rooms. Leaks in the
Endersby '68, includes an
College's past policy to be the plumbing have apparently caused
complete flaking on one first floor
typical result.
evaluation of the present
arch, exposing not only various
The Jarivs rooms probably restate of the Jarvis, Northam,
ceived the first layer of paint coats and colors of paint, but
and Seabury buildings and
a viable proposal for direct- many years ago at the hand of the original plaster.
student decorator. However,
The worst cause of damage to the
ing and accomplishing the . some
realizing that during the ninety walls and woodwork, however, is
requisite renovation, a task
years since the building's con- the heating system. Above the radlong neglected by the Col- struction, ninety different groups iators the woodwork's lacquer had
lege.)
of students have decorated and beaded and the wood Is so dry
redecorated these rooms.
by Elric J. Endersby
The need to demonstrate that
A yeas ago September four students newly possessed of a Jar- necessary maintenance and resvis suite, were fined for "damage toration of the "Longwalk" buildto College property"; a familiar ings Is not only imperative praccharge but In this case due to tically, but historically and archsurprising circumstances. Rather itecturally as well. To reinforce
stand that the situation is
than destroy, damage, or deface •the
largely the fault of the College,
their room, they had attempted to consider the Seabury wing which
restore It. Having rented an elec- has known only one owner, and yet
tric sander, they were engaged In Is by far the worst maintained of
stripping their fireplace mantel the three buildings.
of a dozen layers of paint to exFaculty may be absent-minded
pose the original limestone. A week
later the College covered the half- and students careless, but the Administration controlling both has
finished project with a fresh layer been
clearly negligent in this case.
of "academic green", depleted four Ninety years have made the "Longwalk" the sentimental hub of the
campus and the Administration is
the first to point with veneration
to its "vine-covered walls" and to
place'Elm-shaded pictures on the
very circulars which endeavor to
raise .funds for other needs. But,
how often do they enter those
" Halls of Ivy" and point out what
lies within?
What they would discover Is
damage, destruction and deterioration. The floors give no evidence of anything more than yearly dusting. As td how long It has
been since they were sanded-down,
reflnished and waxed, only past
generations could say. The woodwork has been abused by countless
.added bookcases and cabinets,
which not only bear little relation
Elric J. Endersby
but are- OwiBi j i P e w am) Hilj UIAUB-I—Mi *
case partially destroyed and empdropped.
The Incident Is small, to be ty. '
sure, but It demonstrates the disThe walls of the Seabury classturbing attitude taken by the Col- rooms have largely been mispalntlege toward Its oldest and most ed a noxious green and show neginteresting
buildings, Jarvis, lect not only on the surface, but

ma

Hitchcock, Architectural
Historian, to Help Attack

that it Is possible to scratch away
at it with one's fingernail. The
paint above these unfortunate heating units has been discolored to
a sooty gray, and any picture
which, has the misfortune to be
hung In these areas has been
coated with dirt so thick that lettering Is lllegiable without a wet
and soon filthy finger.
Strangely, however, it is the Incidental articles of furniture and
apparatus which most bear the
IN SEABURY classrooms paint can be seen peeling off the
mark of complete negligence. In
original limestone arches. The ceiling is also in need of remany cases the lack of the simplest
pair.
act of cleanliness Is left undone.
posals would initiate action. First,
Over a dozen chairs virtually der seem to apply excellently to the the
formation of a Supervisory
College's
situation,
It
would
cover
stroyed litter the rooms. A halfCommittee
made up of Donald
"Stuctures
that
embody
the
disfallen desk lies in the rear of
Librarian and Curator of
Seabury 47; a broken table- in tinguishing characteristics of an Engley,
Trinity Collection; Glenn
Seabury 15. Empty cabinets with architectural type specimen ex- the
whose detailed research
broken glass stand unattended. Un- ceptionally valuable for a study Weaver,
has led to the fine new "History
der the choir-stalls of the rear of period, style, or method of of
Trinity College"; Louis Naylor,
section of the old Chapel, is lit- construction; or a notable struc- Professor
Emeritus, who has obture
representing
the
work
of
a
urgical music dating to 1858; which
Seabury over a long period
has quietly gathered dust, undis- master builder, designer, or arch- served
years and is quietly aware of
turbed since consecration of the itect.": To the Registry will be sent of
vast amounts of College lore;
new Chapel 35 years ago.. These a transcript of Dr. Hitchcock's James
Notopolous, whose Classics
are not problems of expense; they lecture, Handley-Read's article, room has
become a museum of
are problems of pride, which and an assortment of photographs that
Department
which had such a
in
the
hope
that
this
designation
seems to have been negligible
position in the College's
since the turn of the century. may soon be accorded Jarvis, dominant
early years; and at least two stuNortham, and Seabury.
Though the present AdministraIf Dr. Hitchcock's talk Is well dents Interested in the project.
tion is to be condemned for theattended not only by the many
The week before registration
deterioration of Seabury It Is no architects invited, but by the stumore remiss than any of the oth- dents, faculty and Administration In the fall, this group would make
ers of the century, which have for whom.it is most intended, then a thorough examination of the
likewise ignored the situation. In the phase of interest will be com- classrooms, marking all incidental
fact,. if the present,members will plete and It will :be possible to objects of historical significance
which should be retained or add•;ree^lM;"fche-^roM
ed to the Trinity Collection,.;Duringr,;.
seek t*.
to h^o-in
be'gin aai™,r_(.o,-v,
long-term v.»
remedy,
it will be acclamation ratherm«,i,,
than toward restoration, Once 'again,' the following two weeks, all professors who have used the classcondemnation which will mark the hope is to carry on with
positive viewpoint; only then can rooms would be asked to make
their efforts.
the problems involved be solved. their own inspections to deterThe purpose of an attack and To appropriate the $250,300 nemine what is necessary and what
an appeal is not merely to pre- cessary to perform a complete may be eliminated. The Goodwin
sent the negative attitude which renovation is nearly impossible Fellows would appoint two students
has characterized past mistakes, during the present fund raising to be responsible to the Faculty
but to suggest positive and im- campaign. The fact that such an .using each of the eleven rooms.
mediately possible proposals to- allotment Is necessary has acted
On Saturday September 23rd at
ward a brighter future. The first as a stumbling block for past
problem Involved In a quest for aspirations for restoration. Rather 1:00 p.m. the Fellows and all
Seabury restoration has been to the contraction of a far-sighted other students Interested would beenlist the recognition! respect, master plan.is requisite covering gin to remove all that can be el- .
and appreciation the history and not only the immediate problems . lminated under the supervision of
architecture of this building so of maintenance against continued the Committee, the Seabury faculty
rightly deserve. For this purpose deterioration and the needs of and/or their student representathe Goodwin Fellows are spon- architectural restoration, but also tives. A College refuse truck would
soring the architectural historian the practical needs of lighting, make periodic trips along the Walk
to pick up trash barrels and broken .
Dr. Henry-Russell Hitchcock.','
furnishing and temperature conMore importantly, however, in trol. With such a plan outlined, furniture. At the same time, the
correspondence with the Registry the project could be taken in por- many extraneous bookcases In Seaof National Historic Landmarks tions divided over the next eleven bury could be exchanged with their
of the Department of the Interior, years before the building's cen- largely unused counterparts in the
Williams
Memorial basement
efforts are being made to see the tennial.
which once made up the stacks of
Longwalk complex made an HisThe first consideration is .the the original Seabury Library and
toric Landmark. Of the various
criteria for which a building may fairly simple and inexpensive were designed by the building's
be so designated, one section would question of house-cleaning. For architect, William Burges. Other
this purpose the following pro- projects such as Cleaning and dusting of books in the various rooms
could also be undertaken.

Dr. Henry Russell Hitchcock, ture" which acknowledged Burges'
America's most noted 19th century merit, and Charles Hendley-Read
architectural historian, will ad- of London, Burges' official bio-,
dress the College on the topic of grapher, will be presented with
" William Burges and His Architec- additional sets of the slides.
ture" in conjunction with the ef- Handley-Read Is currently preforts of the Goodwin Fellows to paring a definitive study of Surinaugurate restoration of the Long ges and his architecture; he plans
Walk building complex, Burges' to visit the College in the near
creation.
future to examine the buildings.
••:. In a letter to Goodwin Fellows
Leslie Larson of New York who
•; President Elric J. Endersby '68, is compiling a comprehensive stuHitchcock strongly endorsed the dy entitled "Nineteenth Century
effort to initiate renovative action. Collegiate Buildings," will also be
on the Jarvis, Northam, and Sea- the recipient of a set of slides.
bury buildings . stating, "May ' I
offer my warmest congratulations
cm your attack •-•-• It can be called
nothing less -> on the problem
:; of:decay in the Seabury class-rooms."
His lecture, which will be delivered on Thursday at 8:15 in
Goodwin Theatre, will compare
the buildings of the same period
elsewhere around the world With
those at the College. To lend evidence to the relevancy of his
projected analysis and evaluation,
slides from the pictorial material
in his own collection, internal
__and external views of the Col-*
lege buildings, and the original
blueprints drawn by Burges will
be shown.
- D i s p l a y s of •; Burges' original
conception of the College buildings
and grounds, in addition to photographs of the buildings In years
past, will be on display at the
, Austin Arts. Center the evening'
; of the Hitchcock lecture. The slide
series, totaling more than a hundred items, will be kept on file in
Fine .Arts Department's slide collection.
TAKEN IN 1890, this picture of the Old Chapel gives a good idea of how
•~ Hitchcock, author of"Nineteenth
rooms could serve as a lecture h l l f L
l
and Twentieth Century Archltec-

Another measure which should
be instituted at the commencement
of the academic year, is a firmly
enforced smoking policy for these
same classrooms. Either all
smoking should be prohibited or an
abundance of ash-trays be provided. In this case as in many
others, no pride will be. shown
by the students unless the Administration first shows a veneration
for these old rooms,
In surveying, the basic recommendations in a mastery plan for
•renovation, the roomsTshould be
manicured one at a time except
in the case of a heating system
which would involve all rooms
simultaneously. In this way the
expense could be defrayed over an
extended period of time. There
are five major items which must
be. considered for such a plan:
(1) the reflnishing and in many
cases the replacement of the
floors, (2) the restoration of the
woodwork and stone, (3) painting,
(4) l i h t i
d ()
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Photos by Rosenblatt

Simulated Disaster Tests City Efficiency
male and female participants who Hall.
were then draped and arranged at
When phase two began, first
Four Students died and 59 others strategic points throughout the aid and dispatching of victims
were maimed, lacerated, or in stricken building. Torches were to the hospital, the ambulances
other ways Injured In the mock lit, smoke bellowed forth and five couldn't drive in because the
broiler explosion In Alumni Hall dozen latent stars of melodrama casualties were strewn about the
last Tuesday. Road blocks were began to play their crucial roles road.
thrown up to divert all city traf- in Hartford's disaster of disasOnce the victims were relocatfic as police and fire squads moved ters.
ed, the ambulances advanced. At
In to evacuate the victims from
First to arrive was the fire this point, the police force which
the burning and weakened structure department sporting five pieces provided exceedingly efficient diwhich treatened to collapse at any of equipment. Their task was to rection throughout began to exmoment.
enter the building, put out the amine the victims and determine
Thus began Disaster Coordin- fire, and evacuate all victims as priorities for dispatch to hospitator Leonard Menczer's exercise fast as possible. With a little slug- als; volunteers and ambulance opdesigned to test the capacity and ef- gishness at first, the several fire erators aided in the process. Exficiency of Hartford's method of chiefs and few Indians persuaded cept for the failures on the part
confronting a natural disaster. In one another to "get the hell going" of one driver to locate St. Franplanning the mock disaster for over and play it straight. Despite the cis Hospital, the ambulance teams
a year no pains were spared to rough treatment and carelessness proved very efficient. They carried
make the exercloc rcaHotlo, ao
-caj-rylng •vlotim^r-th«-fire de-- -.patients and returned without -the .
cording"<S"WrWeiser. Wounds slmu- partment achieved its goal: victims use of sirens In relatively good
an assortment of complica- were left heaped and groveling time.
tions were administered to 63 in the parking lot before Alumni
Menczer praised the efficiency
by A. Rand Gordon

of Police Lieutenant Napper and
Sergeant Lazrik in attaining the
goal of the exercise, Napper quickly and accurately examined the victims, carefull had them transfered
to stretchers and had the
most seriously Injured • cared for
first. Afterward, the lieutenant
took two comrades to examine the
gutted building for any overlooked
victims.
There were four fatalities, two
of which were William Hastings
'69 and Hugo Luke '70. Some
of the wounds administered to
the female participants proved
unique.
Despite the seriousness of the
project, humorous scenes were

present -- such as the Salvation
Army's Deluxe Rolling Sidewalk
Cafe Canteen to which tired firemen could adjourn for breaks.
Both Fire Chief Curtain and Police Chief Carrigan expressed satisfaction over the deportment of
their men. Also on hand were the
Mayor and the City Manager of
Hartford.
Menczer and a group of health
department "observers" have arranged several sessions to objectively interpret films made of the
entire disaster.
ETV Is in the process of preparing a half-hour special on the
exercise whlicti will be broadcast
upon approval by the disaster committee.

( Study Committee Proposed for Renovation
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Elaboration, on each is appropriate.
The floors In Seabury are in
disastrous condition. In order to
temporarily maintain what is left,
heavy duty carpeting at each entryway would lessen the effect of the
elements brought in to the hardwood floors. As to final restoration each room should be assessed
as to whether refinishing or replacement is dictated. Although
carpeting was not generally used
in academic facilities inthel870's
maintenance problems of the twentieth century might warrant investigation Into serviceable carpeting
In' the classrooms like that recently installed in Elton's first
floor hall, although in colors bearing relevance to the nineteenth
century; The aggregate and wood
floors of the Seabury hallways is
extremely worn and may well need
replacement.
Most of the original Seabury
woodwork is fortunately intact, although various portions and twentieth century cabinets have cut
into the oak {ianeling which lines
the walls. Also, as has been noted,
the present radiators have dried
and badly discolored the areas
above them and might mean replacement of those .portions. The
worst destruction to both wood
and stone has been by the paint
brush; removal and refinishing Is
obviously necessary for proper
restoration.
The academic green which a
tasteless and unappreclative age
gave the walls of the Seabury
rooms must be eliminated. The
College has recently bought a large
quantity of off-white paint which,
while clean in appearance, does
not have the antiseptic quality of
the South Campus interiors. Behind some of the older cabinets
paint of the same hue can be
seen tor it was as popular a

(Continued from Page 41
shade in the 1870's as it has
become today. When combined with
the warmth of wood paneling it has
a fine quality as evidenced by the
recently painted Haight and Hamlin
Dining Halls.
Lighting is one of the foremost
ways to establish such an atmosphere. In recent years the College has installed various forms of
florescent lighting which are hung
some five feet from the ceiling.
Such fixtures bastardize the atmosphere. Not only do they cause
a cold blue glare on the rooms
involved but the method of hanging
permanently obstructs the beauty
of the rooms. These horrors must
be removed. What Is called for is
a warmer Incandescent lighting
sufficient to fully illuminate and
yet as little exposed asjiosslble^
By using off-white paint on the
upper walls and celling there is
immediately added a reflecting
surface which would increase any
lighting provided. The ceiling
beams of both the first and second
floors provide adequate foils for
indirect incandescent lighting. Of
course, when possible, period
chandeliers Should be obtained for
both hallways and classrooms to
complete the proper atmosphere.
At the same time the number of
electrical outlets should be increased and all wiring submerged
unlike the present conditions.
The necessity of refurnishing
Seabury is perhaps the most difficult consideration. It Is almost
impossible to provide seating
which Is sturdy enough to accommodate the rigors of student use
but reflects the nineteenth century atmosphere. Rather than using
actual antique pieces restoration
might be made in spirit. In three
of the eleven rooms the original
seating remains in surprisingly
good condition, in the form of

fixed rows of park-like benches
with writing boards attached periodically. This original solution to
ihe_problem Is both practical and
neat; it can and should be retained.
Everywhere else in the building
chairs of many types stand incon• stant disorder.
In planning for replacements in
these rooms modern adaptations of
the same original seating should
be used, similar to that Installed
in McCook Auditorium and the
Arts Center's projection room.
Fortunately the desks, lectures
and other pieces of furniture are
in many cases still available in
the correct period.
The heating system throughout
Seabury must be replaced. The
type which would best suit the future maintenance of the rooms
would have to be determined by
experts in that field. In any case
such apparatus should be conduct--,
ed through tha walls of the building rather than the present situation. The original plans show passages by which air was Intended
to rise from room to room through
the walls and vents for this purpose are visible in all of the rooms.
Consideration should also be given
to providing the necessary space
for long distant air-conditioning.
These proposals are offered In
the hope that action may soon be
begun to renovate Seabury in a
useful and historically pleasing
manner. Hartford can offer the
asset of fine and experienced architects who haye worked on similar
projects at such locations as the
Mark Twain and Harriet Beecher
Stowe Houses of the identical period. Under their authority these
old rooms can gradually regain
their original magnificence by the
enactment of a fully Inclusive master plan.

LLOYD LEWIS '69 is helped by volunteers in May 9 disaster
exercise. Ambulances rushed the supposed victims to nearby St. Francis Hospital.

COMMUNITY DISASTER victims, volunteers and spectators
filled the administrative parking lot. The Educational Television Network filmed the entire proceedings for the use of
the directors of the disaster.
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LETTERS to the editor
gDITORSAl SECTION

Finger Pointing
Fraternities do have reason to feel threatened. "Last year Dr.
Higgins breached the onslaught with a comprehensive proposal
to establish a new social system. Fraternities were shaken.
Earlier this year a series of three articles entitled "Fraternities
Must Go" again challenged the fraternities' existence. Again
they were shaken. Thursday a one-page special edition of the
TRIPOD presented proposal for a modification of the fraternity
selection system. The houses reacted in a self-righteous defense of the system.
Through all of these proposals and challenges, one thing is
clear-that the fraternity system as it now exists at the College
has little reason to feel secure. Its vulnerability may be attributed to an inadequacy of social facilities. The College, of
course, should have a finger pointed at it and more. But finger
pointing does not absolve the fraternity system. The interim and
transition periods between now and a time when additional social facilities are provided must be faced. A proposal such as
Dr. Heath's would have generated activity for additional social
groupings and would have opened up the street for more intercourse between independents and fraternity men.
Fraternities NOW have the responsibility to share the burden
which clearly they have not created. It remains, however, that
under the present system they do perpetuate a complacent, selfsatisfied attitude. Any attitude which is satisfied with the status
quo of today's fraternities endangers the livelihood of the system.
In the next five years fraternities will either reform radically
or die. We.see little value in their present form which could not
be better fulfilled by a more organic system. Being the base of
the College's social set-up-, fraternities do have the potential
power to lead both a reform of their system and the creation of
additional facilities. The Inter-fraternity Council should become
the viable generative center of social, reform and extension. To
achieve the stature which it potentially has as one of the most
influential governing bodies on campus, the IFC must look toward
the welfare of the system as a whole. Should the IFC not develop,

not teach drawing, only that he
should be allowed to teach his
subject, sculpture,- as. Mr. Pratt
In the wake of change that has should be allowed to teach his
been occurring in the arts depart- subject, drawing.
Unfortunately, the fine arts have
ment, it might be well for the administration to more carefully been largely neglected at Trinity
consider their plans, with an added in spite of their obvious value in
degree of foresight. It will be def- a true liberal arts education. Here
initey good for the school to have we learn the most sophisticated
1
a sculptor, but If adding in this aspects of the theoretical worlf
way means firing an excellent higher mathematics, philosophy,
teacher, a teacher who has already psychology, yet we neglect an
proven his ability, something Is equally Important world, that of
amiss, for we are merely adding the visual aspects of our environwhat we have subtracted, at best. ment. We are constantly surroundIt Is in this light that the art ed by a world of stimulating sights,
students, who can possibly best but seldom are we taught to even
judge an art teacher's ability, sug- find them, much less appreciate
gest that the administration think them. It is through fine arts,
twice before firing Anthony Pratt. though, that we learn to appreciate
the visual world. Art teaches us
A teacher like Mr. Pratt is a to see, to use our- eyes to better
rarity, because he teaches each in- understand our environment. The
dividual rather than each class. He study of art, then, Is the educahas an excellent critical faculty tion of the visual faculty and surely
but, at the same time, the unique this should be an important part
ability to see a student's work of any "liberal education." Esthrough the student's eyes, thereby pecially at Trinity, where we are
helping him to develop his own just now realizing our potential
personal means of expression. In and planning for the future, the
the fine arts, especially, this kind importance of fine arts in the
of individual expression Is of the curriculum should be realized.
utmost importance, for the value of
a painting or drawing depends on
The arts are in a growing stage
how significantly it adds something here now. Given time, interest will
to our visual environment.
grow and a much more complete
Mr. Pratt has shown his es- art department will be needed.
pecial ability in the introductory Why, then, with access to two men,
drawing course, as witnessed by Its excellent in their own fields, does
popularity this year. This course the college not look to the very
is of especial importance because, near future and retain Mr. Pratt.
in a sense, it is the foundation In this way we add to the'fine arts
for the other studio classes. Con- without making an equal subtracsidering the Importance of this tion and will have made definite
course, it seems obvious that a progress.
good teacher is of the utmost
Dennis H. Farber '68
necessity for the good of the other
Gordon G. Wittenberg, Jr. '69
parts of the department. Though
Mr. Pratt is primarily interested
in teaching drawing, and has pro-

'Foresight'

'Senators"

The all-college assembly dwelt too much on pointing out the placed by a man whose primary
interest is in sculpture. This is
obvious inadequacy of facilities while giving minimal attention not
to say that Mr. La Noue canto the reality of the inadequacy which imposes a definite obligation upon the fraternities. While not of its own making, except
through default and complacency, the fraternity system is obliged
to assume a heavy burden. Dr. Heath's plan, we feel, effectively
answers a considerable part of the problem. If his proposal proves
! insufficient for the college community, the problems of inadequate
by C.P.L. Hill
facilities and the fraternity system as a social basis should not
be forgotten. Rather, alternative programs must be conceived
After two years at Trinity, I
and the College priorities in funding must be re-evaluated.
look at myself, St my academic
achievement, at the College; and
I am appalled. The educational
atmosphere has been stifling at
best, and the degree requirements
The Social Evaluation, more than a year in the making, has and basic prerequisites have been
finally arrived, disappointing to some and worthwhile to others. either grossly deficient, InterestThe significance of the Evaluation is not simply in listing the ingly absurd, or simply Inane.
Admittedly, much of my trouble
trends, practices and attitudes of the campus. Most students
could have accurately speculated on the ills of the College. in adapting to the College has
These ills being, confirmed in the Social Evaluation will be of lain In my personal inability to
so, but then, much of the fault
importance only if the shortcomings of the College are diagnosed do
lies In Trinity itself. Accordingly,
from the study and acted upon. The application of the Social I have several suggestions for
Evaluation is not so obvious as was the Course Evaluation which improving what I consider a very
may be valuably utilized at.least twice a year in the selection shoddlly- constructed
four-year
:
college program in a not so shoddy
of courses...... .•>-: ;
'
Two committees have already been formed to act upon the four-year college.
The existing basic requireimplica.tipns of the Social Evaluation. Unless there are recomments, over which everyone has
raendations forthcoming and these recommendations are acted stumbled
in one way or another,
upon, then much of the work that went into the Evaluation will are not only fallaciously reasoned
have been wasted effort. The Evaluation. in itself is not suf- as requirements, but they are also
ficient. It takes its meaning only as the College takes its im- ridiculous. They offer nothing but
plications and develops them into issues. '
needless sweat, perdiclous chaThe Evaluation confirms that we are a very socially active grin, and a senseless weeding-out
college. .From it we should discover our excesses and lacks process for some of the most
talented1 students. Even the forthand move to correct them. ••' '
coming modifications to these reThe worth of the Social Evaluation is difficult to determine. quirements for a select number of
It can be judged to be too repetitive and at times poorly written, students are bad because no one,
but the facts and their implications present a vivid picture of and certainly not a college adminthe college social structure. The last two Senates and Pres- istrator, has an ability to foreident Keith M. Miles' '68 particularly are to be commended for see who Is going to develop his
talents after his sixth form, or
their efforts.
';.•...
twelfth grade, year.
I think that all present basic
requirements must be completely
Sports Editor
Editor-in-Chief
eliminated, even at the expense of
News Editor
Emll W..Angelica '68
Ames M." Nelson '68
some archaic and unpopular deJeffrey E. Lucas '68
partments, such as the math department, which are regrettably
F»hllshed weeKly. on Tuesdays during the academic year except
excellent.
The College should
Mtloiw j>y students of Trinity College. Published at West Hartford
hold a flexible requirement mantle
Ishara Itoa^, West Hartford, Conn.
over the heads of undergraduates
_ < . _ . . . , included tn activities fee: other* $6.50 per
if only to insure that each stu• » U at Hartford, Connecticut, under the act
dent has an awareness of some
In the basement of Mather Hall. Trinity College,
natural science and "humanity."
There is no reason to continue
Telephone: 246-1839 or 527-3153, ext. K»
perpetrating the hoax-likeboschof

To the Editor:
As a member of the present

Senate, I wish to say that what
Mr. Hill said in his column last
week is, unfortunately, true. But
if the Senate Is inept, irrelevant,
and ignorant, it is not because the'
Senate, as an institution, is inner- .
ently that: it is because some (if
not many) of its members are.
And this is not all the Senate's
fault. The students should be
blamed for electing some of the
incompetents they did. I think that
President Miles and the Executive
Board are doing the best they can
with the present composition of the
Senate.
Then what is wrong? First, very
few Senators RUN for office: most
expect to be elected by name and/or
popularity, with the exception of
those who happen to belong to certain fraternities. Few Senators
take a stand because few students
care!
Next, because of the students'
self-complacency, very few of our
Senators really REPRESENT their
"constituencies,"
(otherwise
freshmen and sophomores would
not be going to a junior Senator
with their problems!) and most are
ignorant of what a "Senator" should
be.
Finally, there is the immature
"CITE" attitude, which believes
In an abstraction called "student
rights" (which, of course, do not
exist), and also that the Administration is incapable of administration. Most of the Senators are
unaware that the CONSTITUTIONAL relationship between the
Senate and the College gives the
Senate all the "power" it needs,
provided that Williams Memorial
remain oblivious to the Students'
needs (which CITE would, I believe, want to change),
Mr, Hill's alternative is indeed
desirable, and I would recommend
a referendum to that effect. But
until then, I shall try my^jbesti,p_
help make the old systemrwo'rkT™
Wm. T. Barrante
Senator, Class of '68

Reflections on Tu/o Wasted Years

Diagnosis

freshman English or "the history
of the modern world in thriceweekly slapstick comedies" on a
student body which has Individual
intelligence and a degree of corporately-sophisticated
acumen.
The basic requirements are basically poorly-planned, generally
badly-taught,. and essentially
senseless--my only reservation is
that some have dubious merit,
but then, this merit is swathed
in the swaddling clothes of mongolold idiots.
Also, the degree requirements
for a given major are clumsily
constructed. A Trinity student is
intelligent, but forced to adapt to
the rigors of a four-year finishing school for unfulfilled preps
and rejectedly
dejected high
schoolers. The College Handbook's
proclaimed emphasis of an academic atmosphere Is consequently
hypothetical. There is no intellectual atmosphere other than that
which exists in the largely unutilized minds of a large number
of exceedingly fine instructors.
I would propose, as has been
proposed before, that there be a
greater emphasis placed on interdepartmental majors in area
studies. For example, writing as
a frankly rankly amateur historian, a student majoring in American history should be obliged to
take a variety of subjects for his
baccalaureate; American literature courses (other than the Edward Bellamy genre), both specific and general American histories, American art and architecture offerings, and he should
also be forced to be well-read In
the thoughts of American philosophers, and well-versed in American political ad economic theory
The same should hold true for English history, Russian history, and
other ad nauseam majors.
J°L u g r a d u a t e exams, there
should be sections requiring some
language fluency, some mathematical sophistication, and some

synthesis of four-years oi eaucation. If someone is stupid
enough not to learn a language by
the time he Is ready to graduate,
he Is stupid enough to be failed
out at the eleventh hour. However, with regard to myself, this
sort of thing should be flexibly
enforced.
Trinity's trouble in cultivating
an academic atmosphere will be
found. In the fraternity system. As
s ciaily-orientated,
intellectual
debaucheries, the fraternities
"must go" (to quote last year's
imprecated observer of farcical
frat frolic), for they are the root
of all Chaucerian evil.
Disregarding Dean Heath's recently over-publicized and really
asinine proposal, someone, namely
the President, should find the guts
to stand up at Monday morning
matins and say in a loud voice,
"To hell with them." A few fraternities with more-than-soclalgrounds-of-being will remain, and
hopefully improve, while the rest
of the floggus will, even more
hopefully, vanish.
The planned $2.4 million Winter
Sports Palace, Push-up Emporium, Ferris Wheely-Dealy, or
whatever that damned thing is,
should be trimmed to a much
needed basketball gymnasium, and
the $2 million left-over should provide a handsome new upperclassman dining hall and social center.
The sports/social syndrome must
be purged from the College's system, and I am afraid that light
amounts of prune juice will not do.
Reform is needed to save Trinity
from the fate of the "disappearing small college."
There is
worthwhile function which only the
small college can provide, and
that is personal, as opposed to
impersonal, education. But this is
education that is not of the savoir-faire type that the College
currently offers, indeed, as the
walrus
said, "The time has
come,..
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Students Support Free Speech on Vietnam
by Paul Herron
and John Osier

QUESTIONNAIRE TALLY

held recently indicating strong
support for the U.S. effort In the
country. Answers such as "The
The strongest vote of approval
villagers favor peace and good
given by both students and faculty
rice crops" appeared frequently.
In the TRIPOD Vietnam poll was
It was also suggested that the youth
to the right of dissent. 79.1%
of the country would most likely
of the students, while acknowledgsupport the insurgents while the
ing that It could be demaglng
remainder of the populace would
militarily, said that dissent was
remain passive.
. •
"responsible action."
Several respondents indicated
that, since American lives had
Defense of this right to protest
already
been committed, the
seemed to be one of the primary
wishes of the South Vietnam people
reasons for students not supportwere no longer a factor In deterIng Johnson administration policy.
mining policy. Those who held that
Although 56% felt that U.S. Inthe war was Immoral from the
volvement in Vietnam was justistart Indicated that proof of pofied and 83% opposed Immediate
pular discontent would be ample
military withdrawal, only 35%were
reason to withdraw.
willing to voice approval of adOthers suggested that, as a warministration policy.
weary people, the Vietnamese proFor the most part sympathizing
bably cared little for Ideological
with the problems faced by the addifferences. Their main concern,
ministration and favoring only
some pointed out, was their own
slight alterations In present policy,
material welfare. In other words,
students still expressed disfavor
whichever side offered the most
with the Johnson administration's
security in a particular locality
stand in Vietnam. The White
would win the popular support.
House's failure to encourage disThat it is often difficult for a
cussion of the Issue and to provide
nation as preoccupied with poladequate Information has alienated
itics as the U.S. to realize that
a great majority of students who
that government can be relativeotherwise agree with its goals,
ly unimportant to backward counand in many cases means of
tries was pointed out in several
achieving them,
answers.
Reasons for the low 35% supDissent was defended first as
port of Johnson administration
a personal right and secondly as
policy were many and varied.Gea means of providing legislators
rald C. Pryor '68 questioned U.S.
with an indication of popular opi- "not to tear down their govern- sized that one or the other of
that there was not enough
policy on religious grounds, stanion on various issues. Many ment but to improve it." Several these alternatives had to be picked information available to make a
ting that, no war could be justianswering the questionnaire had stated that military setbacks were and followed through. Present pol- judgment. This lack of information
fied. He added that, even it U
strong reservations
about the prices well worth paying for the icy, according to these respond- was attributed in some cases to
were morally permissible, he
nature of dissent, condemning draft highly valued right of free speech. ents, only reflected indecision.
' suppression of news" by the ad- would oppose this war on the
card burning specifically and geneIt was also mentioned that a ministration. 10.8% felt that the grounds that it has b.een misStill upholding their right to
ral irresponsibility. Many present protest, many students termed the permanent military victory might National Liberation Front was managed. He criticized both miday critics of the war were attack- dessenters "draft-dodgers." The be impossible anyway, indicating actually favored by the populace. litary and political leaders for
ed for failing to provide reasonable question of dissent was one of the that de-escalation would be the
James L. Kaplan '68 cited a falling to recognize the civil war
alternatives, unwillingness to fight few areas where student and fa- more reasonable choice. A not- letter entrusted to Alfred Hassler, aspects of the conflict. Pryor postfor their country, and "social culty-admlnistratlon opinion coin- ably higher percentage of faculty executive secretary of the Fellow- ulated- that "our present lack of
1 responsibility™ — ••—
:
" shipi of Reconciliation, by 70 stu- recognizable objectives makes the
-cTded.' ^mralW^lo^r^cipaEon,
dents and professors from Viet- conduct of this war unpermlssable,
favored
de-escalation
(69.8%).
faculty
figure's
should
not,
howOnly a small percentage equated
A combination of these alter- namese universities. Quoting the paralyzes it, and causes needless
protest with treason. Those that did ever, be considered representanatives was also suggested. Step- letter he said "The people of injury."
cited its detrimental effects on the tive.
Bruce D. White '67 took the
There was considerable dis- ping up the war in the South, South Vietnam desperately want
soldiers at the front and said that
opposite view, in saying "I feel
in time of war, Americans had an agreement about which of the two it was felt, might speed pacifica- the war to end, but they are
obligation to uphold the decisions most often suggested alternatives, tion of that area. At the same losing hope." The letter also the administration ought to make
of their leaders. Several of those escalation or de-escalation, the time, cutting back the bombing of says that "American power has a resolve to win the> war" and
who upheld the right of free speech country should follow. Students the North could encourage peace become so great in support, of added they should stop trying to
the Ky government that no one be "Mr. Nice Guy."
also acknowledged that protests generally felt that which ever would talks, students reasoned.
Present policy was criticized can speak against the war withmight be decreasing the chances end the war first was the best
for
a
settlement,
as they choice. 37.1% advocated escalation as having, "shifting goals," "chan- out risking his life or his liberencouraged the North Vietnamese. aimed at a clear-cut military vic- ging justifications," and "vague ty,"
Timothy Brosnahan '67 empha- tory and 51.6% saw de-escalation purposes."
Another letter from two leaders
sized that "dissent does not In and concentration on pacification
When asked whether they be- of the Buddhist Church, which
any way Imply disloyalty." "On of the South as the most desirable, lieved the people of South Viet- Kaplan cited, states that "The
nam favored the Saigon govern- more the war goes on, the strongthe contrary," he said, "it Implies policy.
Considerable concern was ex- ment, 49.7% said yes. It was not- er communism becomes, the more
that a person Is perceptive and
able the 20.1% predicted that the Americans become colonialists,
the government is not perfect." pressed that the administration
Brosnahan held that the purpose was vascillating between these two people of Vietnam were not even and our people are destroyed."
interested in their government and
of the majority of dissenters was proposals. Many students emphaOthers referred to a plebeclte
1.) 52.4% felt that U.S. Involvement was initially justified
55.6% felt that U.S. involvement is presently justified
2.) 30% felt that the Vietnam conflict Is primarily a civil war
34.3% called it an International war to thwart the advancef-of Communism
14.4% said it was an invasion by the North
21.3% gave other answers:
4.3% felt it was a combination of civil war and Invasion from the north
2.1% felt it was a combination of all three alternatives; also suggested were:
testing ground for U.S. military establishment,
imperialist intervention of U.S., commercially motivated,
3.) 35.5% approved of the Johnson administration's present policy
4.) 40.3% felt that the U.S. should initiate a long term cessation of bombing
30.2% advocated initiating a permanent cessation of bombing.
5.) 49.1% felt that they had a clear understanding of the administration's short-term
goals in Vietnam
47.7% felt they had clear understanding of U.S. long-term goals
6.) 17% advocated an immediate withdrawal of troops
7.) 37.1% felt the administration should escalate the war in an effort to win a clear-cut
military victory.
51.6% advocated de-escalation and concentration of pacification
7% advocated a continuance of present policy
2% felt that either policy would work if carried out with persistence
8.) 49.7% felt that the Vietnamese people favored the Saigon Government
.10,8% felt they favored the NLF
20.0% said that the people had no preference
16.0% didn't feel they had enough knowledge to make a judgment
9.) 88.8% advocated including the NLF in peace negotiations
72.2% advocated participation of the NLF in government after peace talks.
10.) 13.1% felt the primary goal of the U.S. should be a qualified settlement
27.3% said peace should be the primary goal
11.2% advocated a clear-cut military victory
31.0% favored honorable compromise
11.) 79.1% while acknowledging that dissent may be damaging to military purposes felt that
it was responsible action
12.) 36.1% felt that the faculty letter was well lntentioned but politically unsound
36.1% felt that it was well-intentioned and politically sound
14.3% that It was irresponsible and politically unsound
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VIETNAM-NATIONAL INTEREST
by James W. Gardner

Having commended Mr. Wilkinson some weeks ago for the level
and quality of thought he displayed
in disagreeing with us (or at least
raising some questions about the
faculty letter on Vietnam), we are,
perhaps, permitted to commend
him again, and Barry Scatton for
their piece In last week's TRIPOD
which In very large part agrees
with our evaluation of the futility
of the present course of U.S. action In Vietnam. It should be clear
that this latest commendation for
Jeff Wilkinson is not made In any
spirit of gloating over the conquest of a convert. It should be a
part of the record that Jeff has
never been particularly hawkish.
His principal arguments have been
directed against what in his view
are weaknesses or fallacies in
the specific proposals of some
doves In attempting to change a
course of action In Vietnam that
he can find no more real excuse
for than we can.
His and Mr, Scatton's last essay
concerns the question raised--and
for the time being quickly lowered
again—by a portion of the Republican Party leadership. The Republican "White Paper" which so
embarrassed Senator Dlrksen and
Representative Ford asked just
what the national interest was in
the current Vietnam struggle. It
Is the most sensible question asked
in Washington In a long time, and
one of the most difficult to get
national attention carefully focused
upon during a period when the debate seems to have taken the form
of competing street parades to
demonstrate whether or not we
support our boys at the front—
an area that still seems to cover
most of Vietnam. Otherwise debate
has centered in the issue of whether
debate itself is possibly treasonable. One hopes that the able Senator Percy will be successful in
getting this question of our real
national interest in the Vietnamese
war under discussion again in his
party. That party at the moment
seems the only political body of
sufficient size and force capable
of providing the American electorate a more responsible choice
next year than that devil's choice
between more or less of the same
policy President Johnson seems
irrevocably dedicated to. If the
American people are presented
with a choice in November 1968
between supporting our brave men
in Vietnam or failing to support
them, the election is scarcely
worth the trouble. The President's
and the Pentagon's factions in both
parties can only vie for the honor
of supporting our boys the most
if the issue is cut on that bias.
The horrible thought one has about
such an election—if Vietnam is

the central issue and if the question of loyalty to our present
course of action is the way the
issue Is drawn -- becomes that,
other considerations put aside,
George Wallace could be the only
honest winner.
The picture is brighter, however, if the recent abortive effort within the Republican Party
to raise questions about the ultimate ends of our current policy
in terms of the national interest
is attempted again with greater
success. We on this campus are
shortly to hear one of the leaders
of the Republican Party who could
just possibly bring about such a
redefinition of the issue, and we
wish him well. There seems little
hope for our avoiding further disaster if the only viable political
alternative to President Johnson's
policy Is in the minds of most
people a course smacking of radical pacificisjn if not outright disloyalty and cowardice. If, on the
other hand, one could vote for
supporting our brave boys by get-;
ting them honorably out of a senseless cul-de-sac In a way that enhances the national Interest instead
of undoing it ultimately, then it
is possible—probably only barely
possible—that a majority of the
voters would vote patriotically.
All the polls reveal that there is
deep unrest with the failure of the
Administration to state our policy
clearly and consistently. We are
told In one week that General
Westmoreland is not in Washington to ask for more troops and that
no more are being considered.
The next week, we are told that
he has asked for a new "top" figure of 750,000. This request is
followed by a series of alarming
reports of our not having enough
men to hold Hills 861 and 881
and keep mortar attacks away from
air bases In the Saigon area after
we have lost 160 Marines killed
and 745 wounded In one single engagement to win Hill 861. It does
not take much political acumen to
predict that the General will get
his 750,000 men now and the rest
of the million when he wants them.
The general public does not like
having been told that we were not
going to get involved in a massive
land war in Asia, but no amount
of grumbling over such Inconsistencies Is going to lead to any
politically effective action against
the General or his President. The
long and sustained applause for the
General before the Joint Session
of Congress is as predictable as
the large turn out for the " loyalty"
parade in New York this last weekend. Short of sustained national
disaster, there are always going
to be more flag wavers than flag
burners.. The tragedy is that loyalty is not the question that really

needs intensive examination. The
vital question--God forbid, but the
question may be literally vital—
is if all this enormous expenditure of men, money, and public
energy is ultimately in the national Interest.
Mr. Wilkinson and Mr. Scatton
say it is not, and we agree. If
one cuts through all the enraging
cant and outright deceit the Administration has resorted to to
make its war convincing, one
comes to what seems to be the
real argument. It is the argument
advanced by Mr. Rostow and—on
some occasions—Secretary of
State Rusk, that "we" must demonstrate to Red China in Southeast Asia what we demonstrated
to the Russians in Berlin: this
far and no further. If we are
steadfast, regardless of the present cost, argues Rostow, then
the present accommodation we enjoy in Europe with the Russians
can be ours In Asia. If we waver,
if we fall away from our "commitments," then the present bloodshed Is a minor prelude to the
massive disorders that will result. Thus even rotten old politically non-existent South Vietnam IS the national interest of
the United States and must be made
to exist so that we can demonstrate our commitment to it.
The failure of the analogy to
Europe after World War II is so
ably drawn by Robert Hellbroner
and by George Lichtheim in the
April issue of COMMENTARY that
one can only beg a thoughtful man
to read it. The Republican "White
Paper" so effectively reveals the
phonlness of bur "commitment" to
Saigon in the first place, that one
can only pray it rises to the surface again, clothed with the full'
respectability of our nation's more
conservative political party. The
weirdnfess, of th§r. Administration's
basing Its entire case ultimately
on the dangers of Red China at
the same time It proclaims—and
with detailed supporting facts-the present and future weakness of
Red China, is so acute, that one
can only hope he is having a
nightmare based on a B-grade
Albanian movie about U.S. foreign
policy.
If our real national interest on
the extravagant capital outlay in
Vietnam--Secretary Fowler tells
us this week to expect higher costs
than estimated—is to put on an
elaborate morality play for the
benefit of a dangerous Red China
about to overrun Asia, then how
can one also argue that Red China
Is too weak to respond to an obviously impending invasion of
North Vietnam or to its systematic
total destruction from the air? On
the basis of this latter argument we
,are asked to be reassured against

Government in a Free Society
by William T. Barrante
At this time I would like to present the principles which I, as
an "Old Whig," would have as the
guiding light of a free and pluralistic American society:
. 1. Government should be limited
to its proper functions,, i.e. as a
convenience rather than an enforcer. The government should not
impose any compulsory program
upon the people if there is a voluntary alternative. For example, a
volunteer army Instead of the present Draft.
2. There should be tension and
balance, between the central
government and the States. If we
accept th|p democratic prlriclple,
then government shpuldbe as close
to the people as possible. Otherwise, as Tocqueville writes, democracy tends to impose the desires of th* majority upon all sectors, to the detriment of pluralism and cultural diversity.
3. Within the national government, there should be tension and
balance between the Executive,

the Congress, an the Judiciary.
The "liberal"" veneration of the
Executive must be replaced by the
traditional system whereby one
branch may check the other whenever it oversteps its power.
4. The only national welfare
program should be the negative
Income tax, as proposed by Dr.
Friedman and Senator Brooke. All
other welfare programs, if needed,
should be carried out at the lowest
level of government. As Dr. Van
den Haag said in his Symposium
workshop, the present War on
Poverty has an interest in keeping
the poor poor. Welfare should not
reduce the incentive of a person
by cutting his check whenever he
gets a job. The check should be
cut only when the person is making
enough so that cutting the check
would not make a difference.
. •. 5. Protective tariffs should be
abolished (why should certain
firms get special privilege?), and
certain combines (like GM)broken
up. Protection of the small businessman and farmer is necessary
to preserve a truly free market,

as opposed to one governed by Big
Business, Big Labor, and Big Government.
Certain government
regulatory agencies whose membership, comprises
the most
powerful of the interests to be
regulated (the ICC and the FCC
in particular) must either be dissolved or made more conducive
to economic freedom.
6. Every American should have
•the right to live his life and decide his. own destiny without government subsidy or personal control. We must remember that any
increase in governmental power
tends to diminish personal freedom.
I reject the statist Order of
Justice, which uses laws to enforce a moral code and sees government as an instrument of manipulation. I accept rather the view
that the primary purpose of government is protection of life,
limb, liberty, and property, and
that a government which either
fails in or goes beyond this is a
danger to our liberties.

Secretary General UThant's warning that we are moving toward
World War III. In our opinion It
is ultimately in the national interest, if not the interest of the
human race, to pray for the success
next time around of the recent
Republican "White Paper."
We would stress again, in ending this series of papers, the urgency of not permitting the debate
on U.S. policy in Vietnam to de-

generate into the rhetoric of loyalty versus disloyalty. The more
men our current policy commits
to battle and the more our losses,
the greater the pressure will be to
view all dissent as treasonous.
Such a view can only result in any
Administration's, in effect, being
given carte blanche to determine
what the national interest is without benefit of informed debate,.

LETTERS to the editor
"Unethical"
The worst display of poor taste
to appear in print at the College
since the release of COLLAGE
appeared in the form of a letter
in the May 9 TRIPOD from nonethe-less than Mr. Lionel Tardif,
Editor for the Executive Board of
COLLAGE.
In his letter, replying to Steven
Bauer's review of COLLAGE, Mr.
Tardif succeeds in disgracing himself and the College for the second
time In one month.
The display of poor taste to which
I refer is Mr. Tardif's mentioning of the fact that poetry had
been submitted to the magazine by
Mr. Bauer, which the editorial
board chose not to print. As editor
of a College-supported publication
which actively solicits student contributions, Mr. Tardif has no right
to use these contributions, or
knowledge gained as a result of
their being submitted, for personal
attacks against their authors. His
conduct In this Instance is highly
unethical and would indicate that
he Is unworthy of the position of
.responsibility he now holds.
i suggest that, considering his
conduct In this instance, and his
performance as measured by the
quality of his recent publication,
Mr. Tardif owes both the College
and Mr. Bauer an apology.
Charles P. Lomonier'70

'Old Tod'
To the Editor:
Mr. Nichols' pronunclamento in
last week's paper concerning the
arts center was intriguing, for it
looks as if the old 'pod has let
itself become the scene for a notso-subtle coup-de-etat. Hadn't it
just been announced that control
over the use of the Arts Center,
because of dissatisfaction over
GEN Ill's administration, had been
transferred to a seven-man committee? And yet beside me as I
write Is a copy of GEN's original memo, which makes no mention of the committee, but sets out
(in a markedly defensive tone) to
explain why the Director of the
Austin Arts Center has decided
that the Goodwin Theatre will be
restricted to the arts (and it seems
that even the arts have a rough
time, as the cast of VICHY will
attest). Students of institutional
infighting, take notice! The war
of the memoranda has just begun!
(Although, like an iceberg, most
of what goes on is concealed from
view, and subsequent battles will
probably not be waged in public.)
Robert Sherrill '69

"MoneyTo the Editor;
It was made quite clear at the
Senate meeting last Thursday night
that Trinity's social problem is
the independent's problem. What
does the Dean expect to do for the
independents by abolishing fraternities, as they now exist?
1. He will'remove The Stigma
from the independents neurotic
little psyches.
2. Once relieved of The Stigma,
the independents will take the initiative to promote new social facilities for themselves.

3. Once they realize, as the
organizers of Chi Psi did, that
the college refuses to assist them
with the land or money, they w-lll
give up and go back to Hamlin
Hall.
Dean Heath had said " Those left
out will have to carve out their
own place in the sun. They may
not be happy about the outcome, but
at least they will have no reason
to be defensive." They will not
be defensive; they will be disgusted; disgusted by the lottery
system which eliminated them,
disgusted by the college which refuses to help them. Trinity's independents do not need a destigmatizer: they need money.
John T. M, Shumate '69

"Blatant"
To the Editor:
Dean Heath, why don't you prove
to the students that you sincerely
want to remove "elitism?" The
most blatant example of " elitism"
on campus Is the college dormitory, Ogllby Hall. Break the will,
or whatever is necessary, and open
the dorm to all students. Before
you try to solve the fraternity
question, show us your good.;faith.«,»»^,.
by correcting the dormitory
elitism over which you have direct
control.
William Danks '68

Fraternities...
(Continued from Paee 1)
berts '68 read a statement from
fraternity presidents and the IFC
in which he charged that Heath's
plan "avoided the basic issue concerning Trinity social.life." Roberts continued that "in spite of
good intention, the College, due to
a lack of perspective, has failed
to establish priorities which meet
the most pressing problems of this
campus. He advocated that the
planned referendum
be disregarded or defeated, but pledged
the support of the IFC in seeking
a solution to the problem.
Lloyd J. Kramer '69, chairman
of the Senate Committee on Social
Change and- the sponsor of the
Heath proposal in the Senate, decided to cancel the referendum
scheduled for today. In Its place,
however, he plans a petition which
will ask the Trustees to give
emergency priority to the provision of new social facilities.

Degrees...
(Continued from Page 1)
Bishop in 1966.
Canon Martin has directed St.
Albans School since 1949; previously he has served in several
Pennsylvania parishes and has
worked with Bryn Mawr and Haverford Colleges.
Holding a plethora of patents in
this country and the world, Roosa
is research and development vicepresident at Standard Screw Company.
twaddle graduated from Yale
Medical School following his attendance at the College; he is a
former president of the Hartford
and the Connecticut Heart Associations.
Headmistress of St. Margaret's
School since 1950, Miss Fairbanks attended the Sorbonne before the war; she has taught at
several schools including Miss
Porter's and the University of
Maine.
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"Modification of Long Walk Dorms Faculty Urges Symposium
J-Required by City Fire Regulations Support; '68 Topic Named
The city of Hartford has formally requested the College to observe housing and safety codes
which could require the building
of
hallways separating living
rooms and sleeping quarters In all
Jarvis rooms, It was revealed by
Assistant Dean of Students Leonard R. Tomat last week.
, Tomat said that the codes specifically Involved fire regulations
which required that all buildings
,have more than one source of
egress; that all stairwells be enclosed; and that fire doors be
Jlberally distributed. The city had
tentatively set a deadline at September 1, 1967 for the College
to comply, he added.
Tomat said that In a meeting
'with Hartford officials last week,
it was found that several features
"of-,. Jarvis, Northam, Seabury,
^Goodwin, Woodward, and Cook do
not properly' comply with the regulations. "It is painfully evident
that something has to be done,
'but we are afraid that, whatever
it may be, it will be quite expensive and will not add to the

character of the buildings," To- removed once the project is commat noted.
pleted.
The participants at the meetTomat admitted that the enforceing determined that the College ment of the regulation will impose
architects should investigate the a massive project adding that this
problem in the coming weeks and development will probably require
devise what possible solutions the rebuilding of the Jarvis stairthey
feel can be
effective wells. He feared that the lavatory
in making the buildings more safe. facilities may have to wait for
Tomat said that the proposals as modernization now because of the
they presently stand include run- project. He said that the new conning hallways from Goodwin to struction would allow for the future
Cook and throughout Jarvis by plumbing changes.
means of cutting through the conTomat emphasized that the
necting walls, thereby constructing project is only a proposal and it
a wall in each living room separ- be presented to the City at the end
ating it from the bedrooms. North- of this month for approval and then
am and Seabury would be treated will come before a special comas units and a back door exiting mittee of the Trustees. They will
on Summit Street would be opened discuss the cost and feasibility of
up in Northam; the entranceway the proposal, then, decide hpw and
would be considered an archway when the changes' can be made.
on the longwalk. A interior fire Tomat could not make any definite
escape is proposed for Cook A predictions on the outcome until
which will be in the vicinity of that time.
the Faculty Club and Tomat fears
that It will require the loss of two
rooms In order to provide space.
Also the present fire escapes on
the back wall of Jarvis are to be

A resolution to "commend all pecially apt in light of the study
those
responsible,
especially of the curriculum by the new
Trinity students, for planning and faculty-student ad hoc committee.
direction of the 1967 Spring Sym- Committee members also cited the
posium and recommend that such pending change in administrative
symposia...be periodically under- leadership at the College as contaken...with the financial support tributing to the timeliness of "The
of the College" was passed with Crisis In Education" topic.
only one dissenting vote by the
Seitchik reports that a list of
faculty In its May 9 meeting. tentative speakers will be drawn
up tomorrow at 4 p.m. at; an open
Assistant Professor of English, meeting in Alumni Lounge. QuesJames W. Gardner, Jr., who in- tions such as "What is the role
troduced the measure, warned of the small liberal arts College
against misconstruing the unani- in the future?" ^and "What are the
mity as a blanket approval of all purposes of a liberal arts educathe points of view expressed in tion?" will be discussed at this
the 1967 symposium. It was, he meeting. The problem posed by
said, a reflection of the "wide- "hippies" and others who are withspread support for the idea of drawing from the educational sysfrequent symposia."
tem will also be discussed.
The tentative topic for a 1968
Gardner termed a symposia "a
Symposium is "The Crisis in Edu- very responsible way in which
cation."
Planning
Committee. students can play a role In deChairman, Michael P. Seltchlk '68 termining a portion of the Intellecpointed out that this topic was es- tual life of the College."
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End them cell
by selling Ice
Cream this summer from a
profit-proven mobile ice
cream truck. You're on your
own with a complete moneymaking program..

Featuring the F'mmt
in Sandwich** & !c» Cream
BIG SEIF
50c

AWFUL AWFUL
36c

For further information or a descriptive brochure, call or write

MANLEY

COLONIAL

,

A Subsidiary of H. P. Hood & Sons'
492 Rutherford ,Ave., (rear)
Boston, Mass.""02129
'•
•toI;' 242-S100

1. Say, Marcello, is it true
you Romance Language majors
get more dates?

2. Really?
Not when you whisper
."Aimez-vous la vie
bohemienne ma clierie?"

Certainementl No girl can
resist a Latin approach.

.,

Oveiseae Di"lun*v Pirtr* Available

4. Wow!

3. Gosh!

Or, "Yo te quiero mueho,
frijolila!"

Or, "Cwissima, la dolce
vita ei aspetta!"

5.1 have to depend on plain
English to get 'my dates.
Get the best . . . get a Vespa, the
world's largest selling motorscooter. Perfect for school, better
for play. Vespa motorscooters are
safe, economical and engineered
to give you years of trouble-free
operation.

For, career; opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
write to Patrick Scollard, Manpower Development Division.

Vespa • • a • tt:trie> bit different . . .
but so much better. Five models
So choose from. Take a test drive
today.
^ported and D.Stributed By VESPA DISTRIBUTING CORP. 949 Commonwealth Ave.

6. But when I tell the girls
I've lined up a great job aL
Equitable that offers challenge.
h
i
|
g
p
j
. future, I get more dates
than I can handle,
Y6U mean I wa.sU'tl
3 years conjugating
irregular verbs?

The EQUiTABlE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Home OfEce: 1285 Ave. of the Americas, New York. X.Y. 10111 a
Boston. Moss. 02215

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

£-Eqiiit.iliIi''ll)fi7
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Mystical Aura Surrounds Tapping
In Traditional Ceremony on Quad
by Steve Bauer

taps and Informal guessing continued as in the past.
To make this tapping even more
memorable, the clandestine Trinity Somophile Society consented to
give its erstwhile approval of the
ceremony, and water pistols became part of the ammunition employed to make the solemn Medusa
members relinquish their stony
gazes. On this occasion It appeared
as though poor taste and humor
were inseparable companions. But
the same excitement, the air of
apprehension and suspense, was
'much the same as in past years.
Mingled with the mystery that
surrounds the organization, the
sensation was familiar to the upperclassmen
and
somewhat
"spook" (obfuscating)to the Freshmen.
Heads appeared from windows
up and down the Long Walk. People
watched from the library, the clock
tower, and other places equally
removed from the Quad. But the
greatest contingent overlooking the
proceedings watched from Northam Towers. The ledge was filled
with students sitting and talking
while music blared from a record player hidden deep within the
confines of the tower. Anxiety
and tension mounted and when
OLD TRIPOD editors (David conversation reached a lull, when
Downes '67) never die
small talk was exhausted and there
was nothing more to be said, the
Medusa miraculously appeared.
The crowd on the ground pushed
and shoved, trying to get into a
favorable position to see the proceedings as the magnificent seven,
heads held back In a look of soberness and responsibility, began
their walk to the front of Northam.
Like a herd of cattle waiting for the
•as

I hear the atmosphere had been
somewhat different in past years.
The elms are scarcer; no longer
do they extend the entire length
of the way between Northam and
the statue. Some of the trees are
gone, and without them, the natural archway appears neglected
and incomplete. The air was cooler; In fact many of us wonder
when Spring Is coming to Hartford. But the air of anticipation,
the constant game of premature

recognition of the sacrificial bull,
the mass of students milled and
mumbled, disorganized, but secure
in a sense of what was expected.
After what seemed an interminable time the seven reached the
Towers and turned toward the
statue of Bishop Brownell.
Three times they slowly passed
between the elms on their way
to the statue, and three times
they returned, the crowd opening
and closing around them as if a
sinister force precluded the idea
of coming too close. All year they
had been avoided; It was not the
time to seek a confrontation.
After the three rounds had been
made, the Medusa conferred, and
then -one by one they were off.
Each member began his search for
one of the seven for next year.
He pushed and jostled his way
through the crowd, circling and
returning in a seemingly illogical
manner. Without warning, but as
if It had all been well rehearsed,
he came up behind one of the initiates and tapped him. An exception was made in the case of
Malcolm Hayward in which a hand-

MARION'S
LUNCHEONETTE
Delicatessen -. Catering
TO ALL OCCASIONS
Just Over The Rocks

243 Zion Street

OUTGOING MEDUSA begin march around Bishop Brownell.
From left: Edward Hutton, Morton Solomon, John O'Neil, Steven Eliot, Alexander Levi, John Craft, and Lynn Kirkby.
shake sufficed. And when the seven
had been chosen, the fourteen
marched off, shrouded in silence
and seriousness.
We who had witnessed the ritual
left the Quad with a sense of
completeness. Whether or not we
were pleased with the selection,
we had been present at a ceremony; we had taken part in a

if
§

tradition. We had entered a realm
in which the aura of quasi-religion
had ruled with a privileged hand.
Emotion rather than reason seized
us when the seven were chosen,
and we departed with the darkening evening, confident that justice
of one type or another had been
served/Speculations for next year
were not long in beginning.

COLLEGE VIEW SERVICE
360 N«w Britain Av«.
(Just Wast of Summit St. Gets)

-fill

Offerk* Mobil Predueta
Compfefe Automotive Sorvfe*
Ffw« Pickup ft Delivery Sorvlcc

JM

7 a.m. • 10 p.m. Weoicdayi • 8 a.m. • 10 p.m. Sundays
249-3212

Open Seven
Days a Week

nn

527-9644

•w.«-

m

SENIORS - GRADUATE STUDENTS

Still undecided? Still searching for something that will put your abilities to good

use

and serve some real purpose in the world? Consider a career with the United States Government. Few employers provide more or better career development programs. None has the

'~\v!

variety of work -• or challenges of such scope and significance. Opportunities for appoint•

ment, advancement and professional status in such fields as personnel administration, budget and management analysis, economics and other social sciences, adjudication and other
quasi-legal work, social security and administrative management are excellent.

Take the Federal Service Entrance Examination on

LOOKING
FORWARD
TO
SUMMER?

May 19th
in Room 201, U.S. Post Office, 135 High St., Hartford, Connecticut.

No red tape, no advance application necessary. Just be there by 2:00 p.m.

Then, what finer investment for the
light-hearted hours than a handsome
jacket —and leisure accessories—bear' ing the unmistakable fashion authority
of Rogers Peet styling for young men?
Sport Jackets, from $39.50
Slacks, from $10.00

For more information, check with your College Placement Officer.

\b
AT ALL ROGERS PEET STORES

NEW YORK • BOSTON • HARTFORD • WASHINGTON
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SDS Elicits
Student Aid
In . Protest

PASE.li-

Lightning Shortens Holy Cross Game

Stickmen Defeat V. Mass, Holy Cross

Having
i v i n e their
t h e i r bbest
est w
week
e e k of
of the
the
season Trinity's Lacrosse men
The Students for a Democratic overcame UMass 8-7 in overtime
Society Subcommittee for Peace at Trinity Saturday after having
In Vietnam recruited 180 student defeated Holy Cross 9-3 in a
signers for the faculty letter on game shortened because of lightVietnam. The letter, which was ning earlier in the week.
sent to President Johnson and
Against UMass the Bantams had
several U.S. Senators, received lapses throughout the afternoon
nearly 50 faculty signatures, and which almost cost them the game.
several administration endorse- The visitors started the scoring
ments.
with two goals in the first period
Subcommittee Chairman Robert as the defense was twice caught
Pippin '70 expressed disappoint- napping. Bruce Fraser, on his
ment in the number of students way toward another hat trick, and
signatures. He saw the lack of Nate Rath evened the score in
interest as representing either the closing minutes of the stanza.
Playing more surely now, the
apathy or "tacit approval of the
Bantams took the lead five mitaking of human lives."
Pippin described a "need for the nutes into the second period as
College community to become con- Nat Prentice found the mark.
cerned with more than academic UMass, however, made the most
and social problems." He praised of a pair of penalties to register
the recent TRIPOD poll as con- two more and it took another
tributing to this end.

i?^oo«», score
„.
_i 13:03
i » . ™ ^to enable
-_.,.,_
Fraser
at
the Bants to head for the locker
room all even at four apiece.
In the third period the visitors
again took the lead with a pretty
bouncing shot from the deep left,
which goalie Bob Ebenstein was
unable to come up with. UMass
showed passing and running
strength during this period as
they kept the hosts scoreless and
successfully stalled whenever they
were a man down.
At 6:42 of what should have
been the final period, Ken Pavel
broke theBantam's scoreless spell
to tie the contest with a neat
slap shot on a pass from Fraser.
Once again the home team defense collapsed and a Mass attackman broke through the center of
the field and past the close defense for the score. Fraser, however, was not to be stopped and

.

.

.

he sent the match into overtime as
he flipped in a score from the
right side.
Wasting no time in the first
of the two five minute extra periods, Tony Bryant scampered
around the left side of the cage
and rifled one in some thirty
seconds before Fraser's goal put
the squad up by two. In the second
period the visitors managed to
get a goal, but it was all Trinity
in the overtime, and the Spring
Weekend fans soulfully headed off
to see the tempting Temptations,
Against Holy Cross Coach Chet
McPhee's men destroyed.a weak
team in extremely poor weather.
Leading the scoring, Dan Haderi
had his best game in four years
as he tallied four times. Fraser,
Who had ' no trouble beating his
man also added three for the day.
At the half the Bants were up

^

7-1 as even defenseman Alex Levi
got in on the scoring. Trinity's
All-American cleared a ball
carrying It all the. way up the field
and in for the goal.
After the coaches had decided
to play two' ten minute periods
in the second half due to the bad
weather, the game came to an
unexpected halt as both squads fled
from the lightning in their steel
cleated shoes minutes after the
start of the third period.
The team finishes out their season tomorrow against West.
EFFECTIVE 7 a.m. today
-•Allen place parking lot
closed due to construction
of high-rise dorm.

Johnson
& GrandaKI
Auto Body Repair
Qvatlty workmanship
at a r90sonabl« price.
Roar 47 Main St.

HwtfenJ

Call 522-9072

MANY FINE TEACHING
AND ADMINISTRATIVE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

•
Public, Private and College
«
'

Register, now tor eany placement1

•

'

•

•

,

.

•

•

• •

•

'

-

:

'

•

The Cary Teachers' Agency
Of Hartford, Conn.

49 Pearl St., Office 711
Tel. (203) 525-2133
Member; National Association of
Teachers' Agencies

P. D. M.
GRINDER &PIZZA SHOP
"The brand new pizza
Shop at the corner of
New Britain and Broad"
FEATURING:
Home style Italian Pizza
(Made thick or thin to order)
Special JUMBO Grinders
527-9088
Delivery Service

GT+383=NEW DART GTS.
Hilton Hotel
Barber Shop
Mr, Blais
5 Baibets, 1 Batberette

The Modem Barber
Shop for Modern Men
Managei has attended
Hair Styling Conference
in Paris

Also by Appointment
Corner of Ford & Pearl
247-8386

That's what we did. Took a well-tested
383-cubic-inch 4-bbI. V8 and slipped it
under the hood of Dart GT. The result:
Dart GTS. A brand-new optional package
of performance goodies featuring :
* Dual exhausts. • Heavy-duty suspension. » Red Line wide-oval tires. • Disc
brakes up front. » Either four-speed
manual or three-speed automatic transmission. • And a low moan from the lowrestriction air cleaner that your elders

just won't understand and your girl friend
will eventually get used to.
The GTS package is available on both
Dart GT models, two-door hardtop and
convertible. And with either GT, you
start with such standard features as
a All-vinyl upholstery. • Foam-padded
seats. •• Full carpeting.
GT + 383. The newest winning formula
from Dodge. Check it out right now at
your nearby Dodge Dealer's.

Oodne
CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPORATION
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Griggs, Davison Lead
Netters.over Wesmen
^Captain Steve Griggs and John
Davison pushed Yale's first doubles team to the third and deciding set before bowing out as
Trinity failed to place anyone in
the finals of the New England
Tennis Championships at Yale
last weekend, "Packie" Davison,
who fought to the third round of
singles only to fall to Williams'
number one man, joined Griggs
with aggressive net play in the
6-3, 1-6, 6-3 match.
On Wednesday both Bantam tennis clubs notched victories against
the Wesleyan rivals: the Varsity
•winning in 7-2; the freshmen 61/2-2-1/2, Wesleyan had taken
Army to 4-5 while the Trinity
team was unable to garner a
match. Nevertheless the play was
different in Hartford.
Davison and Griggs snatched the
afternoon's deciding match In
first doubles while Sandy Tllney
and Mike Beautyman won their
contest in two sets as did Jeff
; Tilden and Bob Loeb.
In the fifth-singles position Jim
Baron took practically three hours
to put away his "backboard" counterpart in an almost tedious rally
game. Pushing the rally sometimes

as high as fifteen or twenty strokes
apiece per point, Baron proved the
player with the more endurance.
'Easily the toughest match of
the afternoon was the GriggsDavison doubles. Starting slowly,
the erratic senior duo dropped
the first set but confused their
Cardinal foes with cross-court
reversals and excellent congruity to win in 4-6, 6-3, 9-7. At
one point Davison recovered with
a backhand cut towards his feet,
putting the pellet near the net
on the opponent's court. Wesleyan, in reaching the ball was
forced to lob it up before Davison. Yet, to virtually everyone's
surprise, Griggs crossed the court
while Davison retreated to Grigg's
former spot and the Trinitycaptain smashed the lob sharply into
the corner of the Wesleyan clay.
Captain Chuck Wright, AlGibby,
Bill Anderson, Bevo Biven and
Pete Campbell sparked the freshmen victory with triumphs in the
singles. The freshmen, losing only
to Kent in a 5-4 match, are 3-1 this,
spring. Taft and Westminster will
battle the freshmen in the final
week of action. The Taft showdown
is here on Wednesday.

Jhrsity Rowers Place
11th in Vail Regatta
By Keith Pinter

Titus Carries C l u b -

Trin Nine Crush WPI, MIT
by Ric Hendee
Bob Brlckley, his arm wrapped
in ice bags, sat in the training
room looking more dejected than
exhausted. Williams had just broken loose for seven runs in handIng Brickley his third defeat (he
has one victory) and lowering the
Trinity mark to 2-4.
"They just can't get me the hits,"
he said, shaking his head. "My
arm still hurt but I decided to
gamble on it anyway. After all,
It's my last season and it's almost
over." Trainer Bob Slaughter arrived with more ice. Senior captain Brics was silent a moment
but then looked up and said, "I'm
afraid that's It..."
Yet retirement wasn't that simple; three days later Coach Dan
Jessee had his first-string pitcher on the mound again, and,
for a change of pace, his team
was hitting. The Bantams eased
past MIT in the Senior Ball contest, 4-3, which, added to Friday's 14-7 victory at WPI, gave
the Hilltop nine their longest streak
of victories on the season at two.
Four first-inning runs completed the Bantam scoring and
tipped . the scale Jessee's way.
Catcher Brian Titus (See picture)
who did the majority of Trinity's
noting last week, singled to load
the bases after Mike Htckey and
Wayne Lenik had walked. Two
errors brought them in and put
Rich Coyle in position to score
on Ron Martin's sacrifice fly to
center.
MIT loaded the bases in the
sixth and got away with three
runs on two singles. Brickley

The crew is loosing four men
A crowd of twenty thousand next year. Jack Smith, co-captain
watched the Trinity College Var- and consummate coxswain, Scotty
sity Crew finish fifth in a con- Gove, co-captain and Varsity bowsolation race on Saturday, giving man, and lanky Nick Orem, JV
them a rank of eleventh in the twoman and co-winner of the OarsDad Vail Regatta competition "on man who Most Resembles his Oar
the Schuylikll River in Philadel- award, will be graduating. Perhaps
the biggest loss, however, will be
phia.
the departure of Coach E. Arthur
A field of thirty-six entrants Gilcreast, whose eye, experience,
was reduced by a series of pre- knowledge, judgement, temper, and
liminary heats. Friday afternoon wit the members of the crew have
there were six varsity heats with come to respect and admire over
six boats each, the first three the past two years.
boats in each heat being placed
These and other noted personin the Saturday morning semifinals, which consisted of three ages of the Trinity crew set were
heats, the first two boats in each present last night at the annual
morning heat qualifying for the crew dinner. Philip Pennlngton '68
varsity final Saturday afternoon, was chosen captain of next year's
the third and fourth in each crew.
morning heat entering the consolation race, or race for place, also
held Saturday afternoon.
Trinity finished a close second
in their first heat, three-quarters of a length behind Marietta,
but came in third in the semifinals only a few feet behind Purdue, and so did not get into the
varsity final. Spirited but exhausted, they took only a fifth in
the race for place.
If anybody ever says you can't
The junior varsity, to the surprise of almost everyone, finished
pick Budweiser with your eyes
third In their final race, just as
shut, you can call his bluff.
they did last year. Considered by
some to be Trinity's weakest boat,
First, stick your nose close
the JV showed their resourcefulto
the
foam of each glass of
ness by finishing high In the largest eight-oared shell regatta In the
beer and take a sniff. Notice a difference?
world.
The one with the clean,' fresh aroma is
As if the varsity result had not
been disappointment enough, the
Budweiser.
highly-touted freshmen finished
Now taste. This gets a bit tricky. But
fourth in their final. They were
not highly-touted without reason;
the one beer that tastes like beer without
nothing in the New England area
any one flavor jumping out at you (like
had been able to touch them all
hops, or an extra sweetness, or someseason. As a result, they did not
know how to row for second place.
times a sour or sharp taste) is Budweiser.
They burned themselves out trying
That's
because Budweiser is blended—
to catch the powerful Marietta
crew, and were not .able to 6,-en
by our Beechwood Ageing. We want you
hold off an assault by Marlst,
to taste the beer, not the recipe.
who finished third.
On the varsity level, the Dad
If anybody pulls a beer-tasting test
Vail entails three races in two
on
you,
now you know how to win. Just
days. Saturday's races, run against
a fair headwind, were particularly
follow your nose.
hard to a small crew like Trinity's. Form means a lot in crew,
but muscle moves the boat. Trinity has done a good job this seaKING OF BEERS •ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. . ST LOUIS
son with the men It had, but it
NEWARK . LOS ANGELES . TAMPA « HOUSTON.
is hard to ask what would have
happened if the team had had some
bigger men out.

A blindfold test
for beer.

Budweiser..'.'

fanned five and allowed four hits
in his second victory against three
defeats.
Brian Titus smashed a threerun triple to spark the Bantams
past WPI at Worcester on Friday, 14-7. George Minukas went
the distance for the Hartford nine,
giving up a grand slam to Charlie
Kelley.
The Williams match was marked
by Bob Holdridge who blasted two
home runs -- one clearing the leftcenter field fence at a distance of

380 feet -- for four of Williams'
seven runs. Again Titus kept his
hitting up, connecting for three
singles. Four Bantam errors
helped to account for the lopsided score, while the home team'
left eight men on base.
Meanwhile the freshmen nine
took a beating from Wesleyan,
11-1, and the Cardinal Varsity
knocked off Amherst, 3- 0, to take
the Little Three lead. Trinity completes the season this week at
A.I.C.

Thinclads 2nd in EIC Meet;
Brewer^ Schwaar Set Marks
The Varsity track team, sparked
by top performances from everyone on the squad, came in a strong
second place in the annual Eastern
Intercollegiate Track Meet. The
nine Bantam thinclads who took
part in the meet managed to gain
52 points which was second only
to the 91 points of a strong Central Connecticut team.
Sixteen colleges take part in the
meet including RPI - theonlyteam
to beat Trinity this year. On Saturday, however, the Bantam's
overall score was more than 20
points above that of RPI.
Top point-gainer of the afternoon for the Bantams was Pete
Schwaar who won 16 points with
firsts in the broad and triple
jump. His jump of 45' 11, 1/2"
in the triple jump broke the previous record but was not official
because of a strong wind. Other
first, place finishers were Mike
Cancelliere who threw the shot
49' 9" and Jesse Brewer who
nosed out the strong Central opponent and won the 440 intermediate hurdles for the third year
in a row. Hls: time of 56 seconds
was a new record. In the mile
relay the Bantam team of Tyler,

Brewer, Morrlll, and Bradbury
was only three seconds behind
Central's quartet which had previously beaten such tough opponents as Vilianova.
All nine thinclads managed to
place In at least one event for
the Bantams. Doug Morrill was
second in the 100 and fifth in
the 220; Bill Shortell ran a 9:36
in the two mile that was good
enough for fifth place; while shot
putter Darrell Burnstein and pole
vaulter Fred Vyn placed second
and fourth respectively in their
events.

College
Barber Shop
Trinity's Favorite
Since 1947
SB*.

One Block Below Vernon
On BROAD STREET
JA7-5663

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
SPORT JACKETS
« Speeial This Week
• On® Day Service
e Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
« Expert Tailoring
,
Basement Cook A
All Buf The Linen Service Will Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-i:00

THi A i l NEW

WASHINGTON DINER, h e
Newest and Finest in Naw England
ORANGE J U I C i
2 Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toast, Coffee

ORANGE JUICE
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
2 Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coffee

65c

99c

I' f ^ D | D VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI
2-HALT ROAST SPRING CHICKENS
J. SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS
4. ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY
0 1 R A S T liEF 0R HAM

f'6. SBROILED
TJ^It

?
PORK

CHOPS. APPLE

SANDWICH
SAUCE

1.40
1.55
1.55
1.2S
1.55

FOR 7S# M O R E - S H R I M P COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT,
CHEF'S SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED W I T H ABOVE
TO WASHINGTON STRUT, <NIAR

M •

